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CONTRIBUTIONS TO DOGRI PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY1 

Ved Kumari Ghai 2 

Abstract: The present paper deals with some selected problems of 
Dogri phonetics and phonology. Section 1 contains a 
general introduction. Section 2 contains a formant 
analysis of oral vowels (2.2), a discussion of the 
distinctive features of vowels, in particular the re
lative constancy of the concomitant features length and 
centralization (2.3), a statement of the distribution 
of vowel phonemes with a discussion of the occurrence 
of peripheral (long) vowels before geminated consonants 
(2.4), and a discussion of the phonological interpreta
tion and the phonetic manifestation of pairs of the 
type [ 1 galn:J [ga 1 In: J as a difference in length or 
stress. Section 3 treats the problems of consonant 
gemination and consonant weakening with an account of 
the historical background (3.2), and a discussion of 
the relation to syllable division (3.3) and of the 
interpretation of one of the grades as basic (3.4). 
3.5 and 3.6 deal with the phonetic manifestation of 
consonant gemination and weakening, respectively. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Previous treatments 

Dogri belongs to the Indo Aryan language family and is spoken 

in the Jarnrnu province of Jarnrnu and Kashmir State in India. Ac

cording to the Census of India 1971, it has nearly 1.200.000 speak

ers. Grierson (in "Linguistic Survey of India" vol. IX (1916) has 

1) This study was undertaken at the Institute of Phonetics, Uni-
versity of Copenhagen, under the supervision of professor Eli 

Fischer-J~rgensen and was supported by a grant from the Danish 
Ministry of Education. I am very grateful to professor Fischer
J~rgensen for her able guidance and for her keen interest in the 
completion of the project. Thanks are also due to professor J~rgen 
Rischel (Institute of Linguistics), and to staff members of the 
Institute of Phonetics: to Birgit Hutters and Niels Reinholt Peter
sen for various helpful suggestions, to Svend-Erik Lystlund for 
technical help, to Nina Thorsen for improving the style of the 
paper, and to Else farkmann for typing the manuscript. Michael 
Bundgaard, Niels-J~rn Dyhr, Kirsten Morsing, and Eva Rosenvold have 
helped making and measuring spectrograms, calculating averages, and 
drawing figures. 

2) Professor of Sanskrit, on leave from Jarnrnu University. 
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given a brief description of Dogri and has grouped it with Panjabi. 

Gauri Shankar (1931) has given a description of Dogri with a small 

vocabulary and four pages of connected text in phonetic transcrip

tion. The monograph points out some linguistic phenomena in which 

Dogri differs from Panjabi and lists a number of words which have 

different phonetic realizations in Dogri and Panjabi, but does not 

specify which sounds are phonemically distinct. In 1965 appeared 

a Dogri grammar in Hindi, written by Bansilal Gupta (1965), which 

gives a brief account of Dogri sounds. A more detailed descrip

tion of Dogri has been given by Ujjal Singh Bahri in his paper 

"Phonology of Dogri" (1969). The paper is based on an auditory 

study of tape recordings made in various parts of Jammu Province. 

He gives a detailed articulatory, auditory, and phonological de

scription of Dogri sounds. His description, however, differs from 

the present description on some points, which will be discussed 

in later paragraphs. 

I have chosen to treat some selected problems of Dogri phon

ology and phonetics more thoroughly, and mention others very brief

ly. The subjects treated in more detail are the system of oral 

vowels, the problems of quantity and stress, consonant gemination 

and consonant weakening. The tonal system and its phonetic mani

festation has been treated in a previous paper (Ghai 1968). 

1.2 Informants and material for the present investigation 

The phonetic part of the present work is based on tape re

cordings by six informants, three male (RN, SL, and SD, aged 62, 

30, and 32, respectively) and three female (CS, AS, and VG, aged 

40, 23, and 48, respectively). VG is the author. They all speak 

Dogri as their first language. 

The recordings of the first five informants were made in the 

studio of Radio Kashmir of Jammu, on a professional tape recorder 

at a speed of 7~ i.p.s., whereas the recordings of VG were made in 

a sound-treated room at the Institute of Phonetics in Copenhagen. 

The recordings consisted of lists of words which were all 

11 son.e:n: spoken in a carrier sentence, genera y: os •·· 'he 

... heard', but in some cases: jas ... karadi:hi: 'Jes was 

doing' (used for verbs). Moreover, the subjects read a short con

nected text composed by the author, and a story. Each of the word 

lists was read five times by each informant. AS, however, only 
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read the lists three times and she did not speak all the words, so 

she has been left out in various averages. 

List I consisted of the following words, quasi-randomized, as 
1 

shown: 

ta 1-la.: la 1da.: 1gal(a) 1da.:bba.: qapph(a) 9a:f-(a) 

ga 1 la.: 

pa 1 la.: 

la 1ka.: 

ba 1sa.: 

sa 1da.: 

sa 1ta.: 

ka 1sa.: 

ba 1ga.: 

da 1ba.: 

ka 1qo.: 

ka 1ta.: 

:J.a1ta.: 

da 1kha.: 

ta 1kho.: 

ca 1tha.: 

9a 1pha.: 

ba 1tha.: 

sa I kha.: 

ka 1 ra.: 
1gala.: 
1pala.: 
1 lakka.: 
1bassa.: 
1sadda.: 
1 I agga.: 
1kassa.: 
1baga.: 
1dabba.: 

I ka99a.: 
1 katta.: 
1:J,itta.: 
1pakha.: 

I tokha.: 
19appha.: 
1pakkha.: 

la 1ga.: 

la.:g(a) 

gal I (a) 
1 1a.:9ge 

I I a.: ga.: 

ga.: I (a) 
1 go: I I i : 
1 lagg(a) 
1 go: I i : 

lag/j.ag 

ba.:9(a) 
1sati: 
1bagga.: 
1ba.:g9e: 
1bag(a) 

:J.a1da.:i 
1:J.oda.: 

dabb (a) 

J-a d (a) 
1 :J.a.: d d i : 

.J.add (a) 

I Ja.: da.: 

kci:d(a) 
19o:99a.: 

:J.a.:t (a) 

I :J.O.: t ta.: 

da.: kh (a) 

dakh (a) 

t~kh (a) 

tu:ph 
1tappha.: 
1mattha.: 
1 to:pha.: 
1tala.: 

I pat a.: 
1kacca.: 
1 kaca.: 
1 b o: I i 

po I I (a) 

sat (a) 
1to:kha.: }ag9(a) 

kha 1ba.:r 1patta.: 

takkh(a) 1bo:lli: 
1katha.: Ja9(a) 
1c:>:tha.: 1satt(a) 

c:>:th (a) pol (a) 
1kattha.: 1capal (a) 

1cappal (a) 
19aH.(a) 
1katana. 

:J.ed (a) 

ka 1tanna. 

}add (a) 

gatt (a) 

List I was mainly intended for the analysis of consonants, 

vowel length, and stress. 

List II consisted of the following words: 
1 ko Ii: 1 ko: I I i : ko I (a) ta.: I (a) 

'9o:99a. 90 1da.: . k:>:l(a) ti:l(a) 
1 ko I I i: 1te: I la.: te:f (a) ku: I (a) 
1tLlla.: 1bo:bbo: ta I (a) t L I (a) 
1kLIO.: 1ke:lla.: ko I (a) 1kLlla.: 

'gocjcja.: 1 kob bi : te: I (a) 

This was a supplementary list intended for a spectrographic 

analysis of vowel quality and of vowel length. A few words were 

taken from a third list, set up for a different purpose. 
---------------------------~--------------------------------------
1) The transcription used in this list and in the rest of the 

paper is a phonemic notation with some redundancy, e.g. both 
vowel quality (centralization) and vowel length are indicated (see 
the discussion in section 2.) (a) in parentheses indicates an op
tional sound. It is always possible to pronounce an [a] after a 
final consonant. 
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2. Vowel system, quantity and stress 

2.1 ~he vowel phonemes of Dog~i 

Dogri has 10 oral and 5 nasal vowel phonemes, which can be 

set up in the following preliminary system: 

u i u 
0 e: 5 

e a 0 a. 

E: :> 

a. 

For the oral vowels the following commutation series can be given: 

t t: I {a) 'match stick',. te: I {a) 'oil', t t I {a) 'sesam', 

te:r{a) 

t:>: I {a) 

'to swim', ta I {a) 

' to hurry ' , t o : I ( a ) 

'to fry' , ta.: I (a) 

'to weigh', to I (a) 

'to cleanse', 

'equal ' , t u : r: (a) 

'to fill'. The distinction between the nasal vowels can be shown 

by the words sara.: 'inn', sari: 'name of tree', paru: 'last year', 

[pare:~ pare: J 'away', [ro: ~ r5:] 'wood', and the distinction 

between oral and nasal vowels can be shown by the pairs akkhi: 

'eye' vs. akkhi: 'eyes', ku: 'say' vs. ku: 'warping of the cot', 

:J.o.: get e:: 'the boy' (oblique form) vs. :J.o.: get e: 'the boys', s:>: 

'hundred' vs. s5: 'oath', to.: 'heat' vs. ta.: 'them'. Bahri states 

that all ten oral vowels have nasal counterparts, but according to 

my own observations, there is free variation between [e:] and [e:] 

and between [o:J and [5: ], and to~ do not show phonemic nasali

zation; when nasalized they are always followed by a nasal con

sonant, at least in the underlying form. In the case of the other 

vowels there is commutation between nasalized vowel and vowel plus 

nasal consonant (see later). The nasal vowels will not be treated 

in any detail in this paper. 

2.2 Acioustic analysis of vowel quality 

A spectrographic analysis by means of the Kay Elemetric 

Sonagraph has been made of the ten oral vowels in the words 

ti:l{a), tLl(a), te:l(a), te::J{a), tal(a), to.:l{a), k:>:l(a), 

ko:l(a), kol(a), ku:l(a) spoken five times in the frame 

os ••. so~e:o.:· by the four informants RN, SD, SL, and VG. 
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The reason for choosing·~ before rounded back vowels and t before 

front and unrounded open vowels was that these combinations give 

shorter formant transitions and thus facilitate the measurement 

of the vowel targets (but l may have raised F 2 of the short vowel 

o somewhat). Both wide band and narrow band sonagrams were made 

of all vowels,. and in some dubious cases also sections. 

For the unrounded vowels the frequency of formants 1, 2 and 

3 were measured, for the rounded back vowels only F 1 and F 2 could 

be measured since F 3 was (as it is normal for these vowels) too 

weak to be identified. Formants 1 and 2 of a: were sufficiently 

wide apart to be measured accurately for RN, SD and SL; but VG's 

vowels presented some difficulties in this respect. The exact lo

cation of F 1 in high vowels and ~he separation of F1 and F 2 in 

~:,£and£= presented the expected difficulties, and particularly 

F 2 in~: o o: was dubious in many cases, so that the measurement 

of these formants must be taken with some reservation. SL's F 2 
was very weak in these vowels. The high F of VG's voice also 

0 . 

presented difficulties for accurate measurements. The wide band 

sonagrams in most cases resulted in higher values than the narrow 

band spectrograms. The frequencies given are averages of the two 

measurements, except for the higher formants of front vowels which 

could be measured only on the wide band spectrograms. 

The average formants of the ten vowels are given in table 1, 

and the frequencies of F1 and F
2 

of individual tokens have been 

plotted in figs. 1-4. A logarithmic frequency scale has been used. 

Table 1 

Averages of vowel formant frequencies in mono-
syllables for four subjects (N = 5) . 

RN SL SD VG 

ti:l(e) Fl 285 291 286 266 

F2 2255 2070 2285 2865 

F3 3150 2538 3025 3287 

tLl(a) Fl 358 423 370 361 

F2 2095 1785 2140 2520 

F3 2580 2470 2590 2990 
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Table 1 (continued) 

RN SL SD VG 

te:l(a). Fl 343 372 351 363 

F2 2225 1975 2175 2635 

F3 2920 2555 2720 3095 

tc:J(a) Fl 673 576 639 804 

F2 1781 1454 .1586 1851 

F3 2450 2655 2705 2755 

. ta.: I (a) Fl 684 597 780 860 

F2 1096 1161 1135 1220 

F3 2388 2625 2785 2666 

tal (a). Fl 645 556 720 874 

F2 1141 1188 1162 1544 

F3 2562 2688 2725 2688 

ku: I (a) Fl 279 346 314 321 

F2 613 663 704 583 

ko I (a) Fl 364 392 336 350 

F2 706 883 705 720 

ko: I (a) Fl 348 395 352 377 

F2 649 779 648 715 

k::>: I (a) Fl 579 499 539 588 

F2 956 953 945 991 

2.3 Distinctive features of the vowels 

On the basis of the auditory impression and the acoustic ana

lysis the following features were set up to distinguish the vowel 

phonemes of Dogri: ± high, ± back, ± round, ± long ( or ± peripheral) , 

and ±nasal. The distribution of the features is given in Table 2. 

-I 
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Table 2 

Distinctive features of Dogri vowels 

e € Q ::> 0 u a 0 T € Q, ::> u 
high + + + + 

low + + + + + + + 

back + + + + + + + + + 

round + + + + + + 

long + + + + + + + + + + + + 

nasal + + + + + 

As for vowel height, I follow Chomsky and Halle (1968) in 

setting up two binary features, +high/-high and +low/-low. Lade

foged (1975) finds that the auditory property vowel height, as 

used in D. Jones' cardinal vowel quadrangle, is better correlated 

with the acoustic difference lower vs. higher first formant than 

with the articulatory feature "highest point of the tongue", where

as Mona Lindau (1977) has shown that the auditory impression cor

relates well with both the acoustic and the articulatory facts. 

I have regarded .Ll and fil as +high, although Jd.1. comes 

rather close to o and o: on the vowel charts. Auditorily it 

sounds higher, and for RN and SD it has a clearly weaker F2 than 

o:, which may make the perceptual difference greater than shown 

by the frequencies of the formants on the chart. e:, ~' Q:, ~ 

are considered to be +low. The back low vowel ::>: is not as low 

as the front low vowel e: (which might also be transcribed [re:]), 

but it is lower than u:, o:, and ~. It is separated from Q: 

by the feature +round. a is evidently a low vowel in Dogri. 

It is heard by trained ph~neticians as an [Q]-sound. 1 

As for ± back, I consider it also as binary. Here there is 

a clear correlation between the auditory impr~ssion and the front/ 

back position of the tongue, and also with the acoustic differences 

1) Bahri uses the terms high-low. But he also talks of close-
open (this seems to be a subdivision) and in some cases of 

compact-diffuse .(the meaning of these latter terms is not clear. 
They are at any rate not used in the sense coined by Roman Jakob
son (1952). 
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in F2. The more fronted the vowel, the higher F2. Of Oogri 

vowels, I have regarded 

fil as +back. 

i : e : l - - - ~ as -back, and a a.: J: o o: 

As for rounding, ~ ~ 2..:. J: are rounded. The others are 

unrounded. The only unrounded and rounded vowels of the same 

height and backness are a.: and J: • 

The feature ± long is concomitant with the feature ± peripheral 

which is normally called tense/lax. I have regarded ±long as·the 

distinctive feature and± peripheral as a redundant feature which, 

however, helps a lot in the perception of the difference. On the 

whole, the short vowels ~ £ ~ are generaI,ly centralized to some 

extent in the Fl-F2 vowel diagram, but the centralization is not 

as obvious as in the case of e.g. German lax vowels (Hans-Peter 

J~rgensen 1969). One informant only (SL) has clearly centralized 

L and o. 

As regards ~ and .Q., they obviously have a higher Fl (i.e. 

they are lower) than l..: and u: , respectively: ~ is much closer 

to e: for all four informants, and in the case of SL even lower, 

and Q is closer to o: than to u: (perhaps with the exception 

of SO). As for the second formant, t and _o are also more 

centralized than i: and-~ . But they are not so clearly 

distinguished from ~ and o: . Only SL, who has evidently 

centralized ~ and £., has no overlapping between ~- and e: , 

o and o. RN has a slight overlapping between £ and o: , and 

VG and SL have extensive overlapping both for .l.. and e: and 

o and o: (SD also u: and Q), although the sounds were 

spoken in test words in the same surroundings (but VG has a stronger 

F2 in _o: than in .Q.. For one informant (SO), who has a par

ticularly extensive overlapping, we tried to replace F2 by F2-Fl 

(following Ladefoged 1975 and Mona Lindau 1977), but this did not 

improve matters. As e: has a higher F3 than ~' we also tried 

!or one informant to replace F2 by a weighted average of F3 and F2 

according to Gunnar Fant's older formula (Fant 1959), but this gave 

only a very slight improvement. It must therefore be stated that, 

although there is a clear tendency to centralization for Land 

~, there is some qualitative overlapping with e: and o: . 

As for ~, it is more centralized than a.: , vertically for 

SO and RN, horizontally for VG, and in both dimensions for SL, but 

both SL and SO show some overlapping. 
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Moreover, a test carried out with four trained Danish phoneti

cians listening to the first recording of list II, spoken by RN, 

SL, SD, and CS, showed that they had obvious difficulties in identi

fying the centralized vowels, although all are familiar with German. 

kol (a) was heard as ko: I (a) in all (3 x 4) cases (with one exception), 

ta I (a) as ta.: I ( a) (one listener heard a mid [a-]), and t LI { a) as 

te: I (a) in 8 out of 12 cases. 

Thus the difference centralized-peripheral is not consistent 

and cannot be regarded as the only determining factor. 

The difference of duration is, however, consistent. The so

called non-peripheral or lax vowels are always shorter than the 

corresponding peripheral or tense vowels in similar environments. 

In monosyllabic words, the duration of the long vowel is generally 

more than twice the duration of the short vowel, for SL slightly 

less than that {see table 31 ). The relative duration of the vowels 

_!_ ~ ~ compared to ~ .£.:.' .9:.= lies between 3 5 % and 4 2 % for RN, SD 

and VG and at 54%-55% for SL. In disyllabic words, the vowels are 

shortened (table 4 shows this for some vowels) and still more so 

before geminated consonants, but the relations are maintained (see 

table 5), and SL has in this case the same relative difference as 

the other informants. 

Table 3 

Average vowel duration in monosyllabic 
words in CS. (N = 5) 

RN SL SD VG 

ti:l(a) 24.5 16.6 34.5 26.4 
te: I {a) 25.5 15.6 35.6 27.1 
te:f{a) 25.4 18.8 35.8 27.8 

·ta.: I (a) 28.1 19.0 38.3 29.8 
ku: I {a) 23.9 17.6 35.0 (42.3) 
ko: I {a) 25.8 17.5 36.1 25.4 
k~: I (a) 25.4 17.1 36.8 25 .. 8 
tLl(a) 9.8 8.7 14.6 10.0 
ko I (a) 10.6 9.5 14.2 8.9 
ta I (a) 10.8 10.4 16.1 12.5 

% tLl(a)/ti:l(a) 39 52 42 38 
kol (a)/ku: I (a) 44 54 41 ( 21) 
tal (a)/ta.: I (a) 38 55 42 42 

1) VG's examples of [ku: I (a) J were taken from a different re
cording where she spoke more slowly. 
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Table 4 

Average vowel duration in cs in some di
syllabic words (N = 5) 

RN SL SD VG 

fa,: da,: 14.0 12.8 18.2 18.8 

b o: I i : 11. 6 12.5 20.0 16.6 

k L I a,: 8.0 6.2 11.0 6.5 

ko Ii: 7.2 5.4 10.2 7.5 

Table 5 

Average vowel duration in disyllabic words 
before geminate consonants in cs (N = 5) 

RN SL SD 

te:lla,: 4.5 - 11. 3 4.5 - 9.1 6.0 - 14.0 

ke:lla,: 4.3 - 10.6 4.3 - 10.0 5.4 - 14.5 

bo: bbo: 5.6 - 11. 4 4.3 - 9.8 6.3 - 14.0 

ko: I I i: 4.2 - 10.4 3.9 - 10.4 6.3 - 14.2 

go:990,: 4.8 - 9.8 4.7 - 10.2 6.2 - 13.5 

grand mean 4.7 - 10.7 4.3 - 9.9 6.0 - 14.0 

% short/long 44% 43% 4.3% 

VG 

4.0 - 10 .. 0 

3.5 - 11.0 

4.0 - 11.0 

4.0 - 11.0 

4.0 - 11.0 

3.9 - 10.8 

3.6% 

The feature ±long used here corresponds to Bahri's central/ 

peripheral 1 . He describes L £: u: as tense, Lo: as lax, but 

does not state anything about a,: ~= a o regarding tenseness/ 

l&xness, so it is not clear whether the term tense used by him 

corresponds to peripheral or not. According to my description, 

o: is +long and may be regarded as redundantly peripheral and 

tense, but not as lax. 
-~----------------------------------------------------------------
1) He considers this difference as more stable than the differ-

ence of duration. In my 1970 paper I described the difference 
i:-L and u:-o as a length difference but a-a,: as a differ
ence in vowelguality. But Bahri is certainly-right in grouping 
Lo a together. As mentioned above, in this paper both quality 
and length are indicated (redundantly) in the transcription. 
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Besides acoustic and auditory factors, there is another reason 

why I prefer the feature ± long. It appears that vowel quantity 

plays a role in the formation of rules for stress in Dogri. Stress 

in Dogri is predictable in some cases and unpredictable in others. 

All Dogri syllables can be placed in one of the following three 

grades: Light: a syllable ending in a short vowel; medium: a syl

lable ending in a long vowel, or ending in a short vowel checked by 

a single consonant; heavy: a syllable having a short voweJ .checked 

by two consonants, or a long vowel checked by one or two non

syllabic consonants. 

Rule I: If there is one heavy syllable in the word, it is 

stressed. Two heavy syllables do not occur consecutively in Dogri 

in simple words. ba 1 :J.a.:r, ka 1patt, 1 :J-a.:ddi:, ca- 1 10.:kki:. Forms 

like* ba}}a.:r * ka.:patt , * ea.: la.:kki: cannot occur in Dogri. 

Rule II: When there is more than one medium syllable (and no 

heavy syllable) in a word, the last but one of the medium syl-

lables is stressed. 1 }a.: do.:, mare 1 :J-a.: do.:, 1 bagga.:, 1 }a.: get, 

b a 1 :J-a.: r € • 

Rule III: When there is one medium syllable preceded by one 

or two light syllables, the stress is unpredictable and phonemic. 
1 baga.:, ba 1 ga.:, 1 pagata.:, paga 1 ta.:, 1 raso:, ra 1 so. 

The fact that in these rules each peripheral vowel ( .!._: e: 

e:· a.: ~= 9~ u: ) behaves like one non-peripheral vowel (~£a 

+ one non-syllabic, speaks in favour of the description of the 

former as long and the latter as short. Thus, both phonetic·and 

phonological arguments speak for considering length and not cen

tralization as the relevant feature. 

_As regards the relationship of short vowels to long vowels, 

they are grouped traditionally as ~ .L:._, ~ ~, a a.: . They are, 

no doubt, related historicall~ but now, by being lowered and 

centralized, Lo have come phonetically closer to e: o: than 

to l.:. u: . 

Moreover, there are various related words in Dogri in which 

there is morphological alternation of long vowels with short vowels. 

Here the long, -low, -high vowels ( ~ o: ) alternate with short 

-low, -high vowels ( Lo), while the +low long vowel ( a.: 

alternates with the +low short vowel ( ..2.). 
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Long vowel in transitive verb 

90:b (a) 

kho: I (a) 

ke:r(a) 

re:r(a) 

pa.: I (a) 

go.: I (a) 

'to dip' 

'to open' 

'to fell' 

'to push' 

'to bring up' 

'to cause to melt' 

Long vowel in noun 

90:bba.: a dip 

co:r(a) 

do.: I (a) 

ba,:dda.: 

so: kka.: 

a thief. 

grinded beans 

an increase 

drought 

Short vowel in intransitive 
verb 

sJob (a) 

kho I (a) 

kLr(a) 

rCr(a) 

pal (a) 

gal (a) 

'to dive' 

'to be _opened' 

'to fall' 

'to crawl' 

'to be brought up' 

'to melt' 

Short vowel in verb 

9obba. 

co r (a) 

da I (a) 

bad (a) 

sok (a) 

past of verb <job 
• to dive 

to be stolen 

to grind 

to increase 

to get dry 

So it seems more reasonable to group L-e: and o-o: to

gether by regarding them as -low and -high, and to group a with 

a.: and regard both of them as +low. 

2.4 Distribution 

On the basis of their behaviour in the syllable structure 

of the language, long and short vowels also form two distinct 

groups. The short vowels, viz. Lo a occur initially and medial

ly but do not occur finally, where they may be considered to be 

neutralized with • i: (e:) , u: (o:) and zero, respectively. There 

are a few functional words in which they appear finally, e.g. 

ka. 'that', jL 'that', ko. 'about', ea 'in', Ja 'from', 

but these words are short forms of ke:, je:, ku:, ba.c, kaf 

and are pronounced frequently in full form. a appears phonetic

ally as a vocalic release in some cases, especially after geminated 

consonants or consonant clusters in final position, but it is not 

phonemic in this position and often alternates with zero. The 

other short vowels ~ 2. do not occur in this position. Long 

vowels, i: e: e: a.: ~= o: u: , occur initially, medially, and 

finally, but they do not occur in the first syllable of simple 

di$yllabics with closed final syllable which have a vowel of the 

same group in the second syllable, nor in trisyllabic words with 

a long vowel in the second syllable. 
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Dogri short and long vowels occur in the following syllabic 

patterns: 

(C) V 

(C) V: 

(C) VC 

(C)V:C 

(C)VCC 

(C) V: CC 

cvcv 
(C)VCV: 

CV:CV 

(C)V:CV: 

(C)VCVC 

(C)VCV:C 

(C)V:CVC 

CV:CV:C 

cvccv 
(C)VCCV: 

CV:CCV 

(C)V:CCV: 

(C)VCCVC 

(C)VCCV:C 

(C)V:CCVC 

CV:CCV:C 

CVCVCV: 

CVCVCCV: 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

only in a few functional words (ci, Ja, 
etc.) 

'come' , b a.: 'breeze'. 

ma I (a) 
po I (a) 

'paste' , m L I (a) 
'bridge' . 

'meet', 

mi:l(a) 'mile', 
me: I (a) 'dirt' , 
an ima 1 s ' , t => : I ( a ) 

me: i (a) 'union' , 
ma.: I (a) 'herd of 

'weight', mu: I (a) 
' hurry ' , t o : I ( a ) 
'beginning'. 

galt(a) 'wrong·•, pol I (a) 

o.:lt(a) 'condition'. 

'address', poja.: 

1 pa.: I a.: 'cold' . 
1kadar(a) 'respect'. 

ba 1za.:r(a) 'market'. 
1 }a.:gat(a) 'boy' 

1bagga.: 'whitish', 'pot:J-a.: 

1 bo: I I i : 
ke: I I a. 

' speech' , go: 9 9 a.: 

1khe:Hal 'distressed'. 

'softness'. 

'arrived'. 

'knee'. 

mar 1Ja.:d 'propriety of conduct'. 
1 a.: I san ( a) 'lazy woman', a.: kkhan 'saying' 

1cakala.: 'bread-board'. 

ca 1 kanna. 'watchful'. 

This distributional description is at variance with Bahri's 

assertion that peripheral vowels do not appear before geminates. 

However, as shown in table 5 the difference of duration is pre

served before geminates, and even if all informants are taken to

gether, there is no overlapping at all between single to~ens of 

the two vowel categories {see fig. 5); exactly the same 
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Figure 5 
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Duration of central (-----) and peripheral (--) vowels before 
1eminated consonants. Five informants (N=23) combined (for 

bagga: /ba: ggE:: six informants) (N=28~26). 
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picture was found for the word pairs dabbQ:/dQ:bbQ:, sottQ:/ 

so:ttQ:, gottQ:/go:ttQ:, 9obbQ:/do:bbQ:. Thus, when length is 

taken to be the distinctive feature, it must be stated that long 

and short vowels are kept clearly apart before geminates. 

As for the difference in quality, the vowels are not con

founded more often than in monosyllabics. The word pairs kol Ii:/ 

ko:lli:, go99Q:/go:99Q:, kobbi:/bo:bbo:, tLIIQ:/te:IIQ:, kLIIQ:/ 

ke: I IQ:, and baggQ:/ba:ggE: were measured for the informants 

RN, SL, SD and VG. As far as the words with .£ and o: are 

concerned, SL and RN have slightly more overlapping than in the 

monosyllabic words, VG approximately the same, but she has always 

a stronger F2 in o: than in £. SD has no overlapping (in 

contradistinction to his monosyllabic words); the members of all 

three pairs are kept apart by means of F2, but the relation of 

F2 in o: and o has been reversed in the pair kobbi:/bo:bbo: 

in which o: has a higher F2 than o. 

The words with e: and L are kept apart by means of F2 by 

all informants (for SD and VG there is overlapping in the mono

syllabic words). F2 of kLI IQ: is somewhat uncertain but lower 

than in ke: I IQ: . The formant averages of tLI IQ:/te: I IQ: are 

given in table 6 together with the formant averages of the pair 

baggQ:/bQ:gge:. This latter pair is kept more clearly apart 

than t a I ( a ) / t Q : I ( a ) but a in I b a g g Q : is shifted upwards . in 

the vowel chart, i.e. it has a much lower F1 and a somewhat lower 

F2 than in tal (a). The shift in F2 is due to the place of arti

culation of the surrounding consonants: in tal (a) the two dentals 

have a raised F 2 , whereas ··i in baggQ: lowers F2 . As for F1 , 

the main reason is that a is much shorter in baggQ:, and in 

position between two stops it becomes less open. This.lax vowel 

is very much influenced by the surroundings, particularly when it 

is shortened. The placement of a in the charts figs. 1-4 must 

therefore be taken with some reservation. 

In any case, the two types of vowels are kept clearly apart 

as far as length is concerned, and at least as much as in mono

syllabics as far as quality is concerned. Now it is possible that 

Bahri would not deny that the words mentioned above tave peri- • 

pheral vowels (although he speaks of neutralization before 

geminates), but that he considers the following consonant not as 

geminate, but as fortis. For a further treatment of this problem, 

see section 3. 
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Table 6 

Average formant frequencies in Hz of the first vowels 
in I t L I I a,:, I t e : I I a,: and I bag g a,: , b a,: g g E : ( N = 5) 

RN SL SD VG 
1tLIIQ: Fl 381 373 345 385 

F2 1915' 1615 1995 2250 

F3 2560 2515 25 70 2917 

1te: Ila,: Fl 353 381 349 422 

F2 2195 1910 2188 2383 

F3 2750 2580 2713 2942 

1bagga,: Fl 540 506 546 686 

F2 1017 1073 1055 1260 

bo,:ggE: Fl 698 678 711 892 

F2 1100 1120 1190 1365 

2.5 Phonological interpretation of the contrastive types 
1galo,: - ga 1 lo,: 

2.5.1 The problem 

In section 2.3 it was stated that there is a consistent length 

difference between peripheral and centralized vowels and that this 

difference is more stable than the difference of quality. There 

is, however, also a difference of duration within the group of 

peripheral vowels in open final position, and there is quite a 

number of minimal pairs, e.g. (in narrow phonetic transcription): 

1 parati: 
1 tala,: 

1gala,: 

I b&go,: 

A. B. 

'carpet' d(a) 1ri:· 'daughter of husband's 
younger brother' 

'filling of earth' p(a)ra 1ti:· 'brother's daughter' 

'sole of shoe' t (a) 1 I a,:· 'water pond' 

'throat' 

'to flow' 

g(a) 1 1a,:• 

b(a) 1go,:• 

'to say' 

'cause to flow' 



1 paro.: 
1pala.: 
1 raso: 

'to fill' 

'to be brought 

'live up' 

(imp• V •) 1 
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p(a) 1 ra.:· 

p(a) 1 1a.:· 

r(a) 1so: • 

'cause to fill' 

'to make one drink' 

'kitchen' 

Besides the difference of vowel length -in the second syllable, 

there is also a difference of stress. Whereas the first syllable 

is stressed in the words in column A, the second syllable is stress

ed in the words in column B. Moreover, [a] of the first syllable 

is shorter and may be optional in column B, but·not in A. 

The problem is how to explain these forms phonologically. 

It is possible to set up four different solutions. 

(1) The first vowel ( ~) may be regarded as long in words 

in column A and as short in words in column B. It means setting 

up a short-long opposition in a central vowel or splitting a 

into two phonemes, one in the group of central vowels and another 

in the group of peripheral vowels. 

(2) The first vowel ( Q) may be regarded as being present 

in words in column A, and as being absent in words in column B. 

This means that ~ in words of column Bis considered as a non

phonological svarabhakti vowel which may be inserted to avoid 

heavy consonant clusters in the surface form. Then there will be 

no need to set up a short/long opposition in peripheral vowels. 

(3) The second vowel (a.: ..L:_ .£:._)maybe regarded as:normal 

long vowels in words in column A and as over-long /a.:· i: • o:·/ 

in words in column B. Thus, central vowels will always be short, 

but there will be an opposition between longer and shorter periph

eral vowels in final, open syllables. 

(4) The difference of stress may be regarded as phonemic. 

Thus, stress is on the first syllable in words in column A and 

on the second syllable in words in column B. 

2.5.2 The solutions 1 and 2 (a) 

Solution (1) is rather impracticable on the following grounds: 

Firstly, the difference of duration in the two types of -~ is 

small, generally 2-3 centiseconds, i.e. much smaller than the 

normal minimal difference between long and short vowels (cf. tables 

3-5). Phonetically, a is always short and in this respect be

haves like t and £. Moreover, a length difference in .2.. 
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would be in contradiction to the general concomitance of length 

and quality. a is certainly not peripheral phonetically, and 

phonologically it evidently behaves as a central vowel. The syl

labic structure of Dogri does not tolerate two peripheral vowels 

in a disyllabic word with closed second syllable. As .~ appears 

in such words with a peripheral vowel, it must be regarded as non

peripheral. Words like* bn:dn:m, *jn:gn:t cannot occur in Dogri, 

but badn:m and jn:gat do occur. 

Moreover, there are various related words in Dogri in which a 

morphological alternation of peripheral vowels with non-peripheral 

vowels occurs. The vowel~ appears as a non-pertpheral vowel in 

such alternations (see 2.3). 

Solution (2) is also faced with difficulties. 

First of all, the deletion of a in the phonological form 

of words in column B will lead to the occurrence of a large number 

of strange consonant clusters which do not otherwise occur in Dogri. 

Initial clusters in Dogri consist of stop+~' r or l· 

Final clusters in Dogri consist of (1) flap ~r lateral+ stop, or 

sibilant or nasal, (2) sibilant+ stop or nasal, (3) nasal+ stop. 

Deletion of a will give rise to 

Voiced stop+ voiced stop 

Unvoiced stop+ unvoiced stop 

Voiced stop+ unvoiced stop 

Unvoiced stop+ voiced stop 

Aspirated stop+ unaspirated stop 

Unaspirated stop+ aspirated stop 

Stop+ lateral 

Lateral+ stop 

Sibilant+ stop 

.stop+ sibilant 

such initial clusters as 

bagn: ➔ bgn: 

tapn: ➔ tpn: 

gatn: r (a) ➔ gtn: r (a) 

tabeln: ➔ tbelo.: 

khato.: i: ➔ khta,: i: 

takhn: ➔ t klia,: 

taln: ➔ t I a,: 

latn:,:-(a) ➔ .tto.: r (a) 

sakn: ➔ ska,: 

kasn: ➔ ksn: 

Moreover, there seems to be a phonological distinction between stop 

consonant+!, and stop consonant+ a + r in a few cases, e.g. 

taro.: 'cause to swim' and tra,: 'fear'. 

Secondly, a occurs in free variation with ~ n: in a re

stricted number of words, but not in others. 



1phLra.: 

1 1 Lkha.: 

1tokha.: 

past form of verb 
'to walk about' 

past form of 
'to reach' 

past form of 
'to write' 

past form of 
'to smoke' 
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pht 1 ra.:· '\, pha 1ro.:· 
'to make one move about' 

po 1 }a.:· '\, pa 1 +a.:· 
'to make one reach' 

IL 1 kha.:· 'v la 1kha.:· 
'to make one write' 

to 1kha.:· 'v ta 1kha.:· 
'to make a thing smoke' 

If /a/ is regarded as absent in words in column B, it cannot be ex

plained how some words may also insert L or ·o in consonant 

clusters. L and o cannot be determined by the surroundings. 

Thus, neither the interpretation of 2. in / 1 g a _I a.:/ as long, nor 

the interpretation of a in /ga I I a.:/ as non-p_honemic .can be con

sidered to give a satisfactory soluti?n of the proqlem. 

2.5.3 Solutions 3 and 4 (stress or quantity) 

Solutions (3) and (4) are both plausible. The problem is that 

stress and vowel length co-occur, and it is difficult to decide 

which is the independent variable. 

An argument against choosing stress as the relevant property 

is that stress is in most cases predictable (see 2.3). The only 

word types where it is not predictable are those under discussion 

here, i.e. disyllabic words with a light+ a medium syllable 

( dari: ) or.trisyllabic words with two light syllables+ a medium 

syllable ( pagata.: ) . Moreover, non-Dogri speakers, also trained 

phoneticians, tend to hear the difference as one of length only, 

perceiving the second syllable as stressed in both types. A test 

with disyllabic Dogri words of different types has been carried out 

by Eli Fischer-J~rgensen. It consisted of 26 words said five times 

each by VG in a frame with non-final intonation, and 16 of the same 

words said three times as the last words in a frame with final in

tonation. The listeners were Danish phoneticians and students. 

of phonetics, 14 in the first case and 8 in the second. The re

sult was that, when said with non-final intonation, the words 
1 pala.:, 1 dari:, 1 kera.:, 1 kari:, 1 kari:, 1 para.: showed a great 

majority (90%) for stress on the second syllable, whereas with 

final intonation the words with high tone ( 1kari: and 1kara.: 

were heard as stressed on the first syllable (90%). 1pala.: had 

a small majority for first 1~tt•~d~~ ~~~~ E %) , but 1p~ra.: 

K0BENHAVNS UNIVERSITET 
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with falling tone was still heard as stressed on the second syl

lable (92%). Eli Fischer-J~rgensen, who listened to the recordings 

of all informants, also heard the type 1caca: as stressed on the 

second syllable in all cases. But this, of course, does not prove 

that, from the point of view of Dogri structure, the stress is 

not on the first syllable. The reaction of the listeners may be 

due to the fact that they were not accustomed to hearing the type: 

stressed·syllable with short a + unstressed syllable with longer 

full vowel and often rising pitch, which is a very rare type, at 

least in European languages. (With final intonation, the second 

vowel was shortened ~o that the difference of length was small, 

and it was also somewhat lower in frequency.) 

An argument against choosing length is that we wo~ld thus 

get three degrees of length in vowels. This is not a very strong 

argument, though, since there would only be two degrees in each 

position: long and overlong in open final syllable, short and long 

elsewhere, but it is, at any rate, not possible to identify the 

final vowels in words like 1 dari: and 1 pala: 1 raso: with 

short centralized vowels. 

The strongest arguments, however, come from.two facts of 

Dogri phonological structure, which point to stress as an indis

pensable part of the phonological system: (a) stress determines 

the place of the word tone, (b) it must be taken into account in 

the rules for nasalization. - The present writer has therefore 

chosen stress as the distinctive difference of the two word types. 1 

(a) __ Tone_and_stress: Dogri has tonal distinctions and there is 

mutual interaction between stress and tone. Dogri has three phono

logically distinct tones: 

I. Neutral tone, which is unmarked, often slowly rising. 

II. Falling tone, which starts at a point generally higher 

than the middle of the voice range of the speaker and 

then falls to the lowest point, from where it generally 

rises somewhat again. 

III. Rising tone, which starts at a point generally lower than 

the middle 6f the voice range and then rises to the 

highest level or at least to a level higher than the 

middle of the voice range (it may fall somewhat again at 

the end). -----------------------------------------------------------------
1) Bahri does not treat this problem, but he puts a stress mark 

in words of the type da 1ri: (with even tone), which indi
cates that he is of the same opinion. 
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I. ra.: 'opinion' I. ka.: r 'work 

II. ra.: 'tune' II. ka.: r 'house' 

III. ra.: 'way' III. ka.: r 'line' 

These are word tones in the sense that only one significant 

tone occurs on a simple word. They can, however, be described as 

syllabic tones in the sense that the start of the tone may occur 

on any one of the syllables in a polysyllabic word, while other 

syllables are adjusted to the starting point and the end point of 

the tonebearing syllable. The position of tone is thus distinctive 

and which syllable of the word will carry the tone is determined 

by stress. Thus all words which are placed in column A have the 

start of the tone on the first syllable peak, and words in column 

Bon the second syllable peak. This difference is more clearly 

perceived in the case of falling and rising tones: 

'para.= 
1 kar;a.: 

A 

'read' 

'boil' 

pa '-ra.: 

ka 1 ra.· . . 

B 

'teach' 

'frying pan' 

Historically, the tones in Dogri are connected with aspira

tion and stress accent of classical Sanskrit (OIA) and Prakrits 

(MIA). If the aspiration (generally voiced) followeq a stressed 

vowel, it gave rise to a rising tone, and if it preceded a stressed 

syllable, it gave rise to a falling tone. This phenomenon is seen 

even now in new loanwords which Dogri has borrowed from Hindi or 

Urdu. The following two words of Hindi are realized with two dif

ferent tones in Dogri, due to their difference of stress: 

Hindi D09:ri 

sva 1 bha.v 'nature' -+ sobo.: 
1 sabha. 'meeting' -+ saba.: 

The Urdu word 1subah 'morning' is realized as sob a.: in 

Dogri. Tone alternations in such word pairs as laba./laba., ka90.:/ 

ka9a.:, para.:/para.: are easily explained by stress, which preceded 

aspiration (historically) in one case and followed it in another. 

From a synchronic point of view, it can be stated that stress is 

significant in all these cases and is realized phonetically by 

duration and pitch movement. 
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It might be possible to set up underlying forms with aspira

tion in all such words where low or high tone appears in surface 

forms and derive the surface forms by means of the following rules: 

1. The aspirated g occurring as an independent consonant o~ 

as part of a voiced aspirated consonant disappears when followed 

by a stressed vowel in the same syllable or any following syllaple, 

giving rise to low tone on that syllable. 

I 'hQ:rll ' 'garland' u:r 

lba 1hu:rl b a.; r 'season' 

lga 1 hu:rl ' 'a village given in donation' gu;r 

lsarna 1 }hu: I s arna }a.; 'to make one understand' 

I 1a 1bhu: I labo..: 'to cause to find out' 

I pa I rhu: I ' 'to teach' paru: 

Iba I dhu: t)U: I bado.:r:iu: 'to cause to increase' 

2. If a voiced aspir~te is not preceded by a vowel, the voiced stop 

also loses its voice. 

j 1ghu:rl ko..: r 'house' 

I 1bhu:rl ' 'weight' pQ:r 

l 1bhru:I ' 'brother' p rQ :_ 

3. The aspirated g, occurring as an independent consonant or as 

part of a voiced aspirated consonant, disappears when a stressed 

vowel precedes it in the same syllable or any preceding syllable, 

giving rise to a high tone on that syllable. 

I 1ku:hrj k a.: r 'line' 

I 1bQ:hrl b a.: r 'outside' 

I I IQ: b h I I a.: b 'profit' 

1
1 labbhQ: I labbQ: 'found out' 

j I sarna }hQ: I sarna j.Q: 'understanding' 

I 'parhu: I 
, 

'to study' pa,:Q: 

1
1 lo:hu: I I OQ: 'iron' 

I I IQ: h I I a.: 'use' 

1) Vertical lines are used to indicate underlying forms. 
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But even if these historically induced underlying forms are 

not set up, stress must be considered phonemic in Dogri since the 

place of tone is distinctive. 

(b) __ Nasalization_and_stress: The phenomenon of nasalization in 

Dogri is also related to stress. Nasalization is phonemic in final 

open syllables but is predictable and non-phonemic in other cases. 

/ba.:/ 'wind' /ba.:/ 'water reservoir' 

/ja.:/ 'go' (2nd person) /ja.:/ 'go' (1st person) 

/ta.:/ 'heat' /ta.:/ 'then' 

/ ku :/ 'speak' /ku :/ 'I should speak' 

/ma I na.:i 'console' (imp.) /ma 1no.:/ I I should console' 

/ka 1ma.:/ 'earn' /ka 1ma.:/ 'I should earn' 

But nasalization is predictable in other positions. A stressed 

vowel followed by a nasal consonant belonging to the same syllable 

or the following syllable is allophonically nasalized, and if it 

is followed by an unstressed vowel, that vowel too is nasalized. 

['ja.:n] / j a.: n/ 'life' 

[ 'ja.:I)] /ja.:1)/ ' (I) will go' 

[ I mano.:] / 1mana.:/ 'refuse' 

[ I jamo.:] / 1jama.:/ 'addition' 

[ 1du:1JO.:] / 1du:r)a.:/ 'double' 

But this allophonic nasalization does not occur in a stressed vowel 

following a nasal consonant. 

[da 1ma.:k(a) J 
[ta 1mo: I (a) J 
[sane:r(a) J 

'brain' 

'money given at the marriage ceremony' 

'brightness' 

Moreover, a cluster consisting of a homorganic nasal plus a 

consonant tends to be simplified word-finally and when preceded by 

an unstressed vowel and followed by a stressed vowel (the preceding 

vowel is always nasalized). In the cluster of a homorganic nasal 

with a velar and a palatal stop, the velar nasal and the palatal 

nasal are preserved, while the stop is lost (a); in other cases 

the nasal consonant disappears, while the other consonant is pre

served (b). 
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(a) / 19i:l)g/ [ 1dT:I)] 'boasting' 

/sap J./ [ 1sarJ 'evening' 

/ral)ga.: i / [ra 11)o.:i] 'dyeing' 

(b) /gan90.: i/ [ga 1
9a,:iJ 'repairing' 

But the cluster is not simplified when a stressed vowel precedes 

it as in 1gan90.:, 1ganda.:, 1ba.:ndar. 

Thus, both non-phonemic nasalization and simplification of 

clusters with nasals are determined by stress. 

As mentioned above, the place of tone is also determined by 

stress, and these two factors together form, in my opinion, a 

strong argument for regarding stress as part of the phonological 

system of Dogri. 

2.6 Phonetic analysis of the problematic word types 

2.6.1 Duration 

A phonetic analysis of syllable duration in types A ( 1gala.: 

and B ( ga 1 la.: ) supports the interpretation of the difference as 

one of stress. 

Ten words from list I could be compared pairwise in this re

spect, viz. 1gala.:/ga 1 la.:, 1palo.:/pa 1 la.:, 1baga.:/ba 1ga.:, 1 pakha.:/ 

pa 1 kho.:, and 1 pata.:/ka 1 ta.: . These words were spoken five times 

each by the informants RN, SL, SD, CS and VG, and three times each 

by AS (AS did not read the pair 1 pata.:/ka 1 ta.: ) . Moreover, the 

following words, spoken five times by VG (in the test list) could 

be compared pairwise: pera.:/pa 1 ro.: and 1 kara.:/ka 1 rQ:. 

All segments of these words have been measured in centi

seconds on the basis of mingogram recordings comprising a duplex 

oscillogram, two intensity curves, highpass filtered at 500 and 

2000 Hz, a high fidelity intensity curve, and a pitch curve. Since 

the words were spoken in the frame os(a) so~e:a.: , the initial 

consonant could also generally be delimitated. It gave, however, 

some problems that the speakers sometimes made a short pause after 

the word os(a) of the frame, which could not be distinguished 

from a voiceless closure. For initial stops the measurement of 

the initial consonant is therefore somewhat uncertain. But the 

delimitation of vowels and medial consonants did not generally pre

sent any serious problems. The start of the medial consonant was 
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taken to be at the point where the oscillations of the duplex 

oscillogram are diminished abruptly, where the intensity curve, 

correspondingly, decreases abruptly, and where the pitch curve 

drops out or decreases abruptly. This point also corresponds to· 

the c~ssation of the vowel formants on the spectrograms. The 

closure of stops is reckoned from this point to the explosion, 

and th~ aspiration (or, for unaspirated stops, "the open interval") 

is reckoned from the explosion to the steep rise of the intensity 

curve for the next vowel. 

Averages were taken of the five recordings for each informant 

and differences between the averages of the word pairs calculated. 

Table 7 contains the average durations of the segments of each 

word for all informants combined and the differences between the 

corresponding averages for each word pair. 

The significance of the overall averages can be judged by 

looking at the separate averages. For each segment of a given po

sition (e.g. the first consonant in type A words), there are 31 

averages (viz. 6 informants x 5 words (minus one for AS, plus two 

for VG), which can be compared with the corresponding 31 averages 

for word type B. 

The main difference obviously lies in the second vowel. It is 

longer in type B words than in type A words, the average differ

ence for al~ words being 8.7 cs. This difference is evidently 

significant. It is valid in 30 out of 31 pairs of averages (CS, 

who has spoken very quickly and shortened the final vowels, so 

that she has an average difference of only 2.5 cs, has one average 

without any difference, but even she has no overlapping in single 

tokens with the exception of the word pair 1 pakhn:/ta 1 khn:). 

The preceding consonant of the second syllable is also slight

ly longer in type B than in type A words. This difference is small, 

0.8 cs on the average, but it is stable and is valid for ~6 out of 

31 pairs of averages (in two pairs there is no difference, and in 

three cases the relation is inverted). This means that it is not 

only a question of the duration of the second vowel but one of 

syllable length, which indicates that it is a manifestation of 

stress. (The difference in the total length of the second syl-

lable in type A and type B words is 9.7 cs.) 
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Table 7 

Average durations (in cs) of segments and syllables of 
word types A and B for all informants combined. 

N. cons. vowel l.syll. cons. vowel 

1 g a I a.: 23 10.2 6.6 16.8 4.9 11. 3 

ga 1 1a.: 23 10.6 4.5 15.1 6.0 19.4 

diff. 
-0.4 +2.1 +l. 7 -1.1 -8.1 A-B 

1 pa I a.: 23 13.1 6.2 19.3 4.7 11.9 

pa 1 lo.: 23 12.2 3.4 15.6 6.2 18.5 

diff. 
+0.9 +2.8 +3.7 -1.5 -6.6 A-B 

1baga.: 23 11. 3 7.9 19.2 4.4 12.3 

ba 1ga.: 23 10.7 6.2 16.9 5.5 20.4 

diff. +0.4 +1.7 +2.1 -1.1 -8.1 A-B 

1pakha.: 23 13.0 6.2 19.2 9. 3 12,2 

ta 1 kha.: 23 11.8 4.9 16.7 10.1 19.5 

diff. +l. 2 +1.3 +2.5 -0.9 -7.1 A-B 

1pata.: 20 14.8 7.0 21.8 6.7 14.5 

ka 1ta.: 20 11. 7 3.8 15.5 7.5 20.8 

diff. +3.1 +3.2 +6.3 -0.8 -6.3 A-B 

nly 

I para.: 5 12.5 9.8 22.3 2.0 17.7 

pa 1 ra.: 5 12.3 7.0 19.3 2.0 34.2 

2.syll 

16.2 

25.4 

-9.2 

16.6 

24.7 

-8.1 

16.7 

25.9 

-9.2 

21.5 

29.6 

-8.1 

21. 2 

28.3 

-7.1 

19.7 

36.2 

diff. +0.2 +2.8 +3.0 0 -16.5 -16.5 A-B 

A 

B 

Piff 

I karn: 5 

ka 1 ,:-a.: 5 

diff. 
A-B 

erence A-B 
een all words betw 

combined. 

14.2 

13.2 

+1.0 

+1.0 

9~2 23.4 2.0 17.7 19.7 

7.6 20.8 2.2 27.0 29.2 

+1.6 +2.6 -0.2 -9.3 -9.5 

+2.2 +3.2 -0.8 -8.9 -9.7 
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This is supported by the relations between the first syllables. 

Here the vowel is also longer when stressed, i.e., it is longer in 

type A than in type B words. But the difference is considerably 

smaller than in the second syllable (2.2 cs on the average), which 

·may be explained by the fact that the vowel is short and cannot be 

lengthened so much. There is generally a much larger scatter 

of the values in long vowels than in short vowels. In a quantity 

opposition, the short member may be considered as a point, whereas 

the long member is stretchable (Lehiste 1979, p. 36). The small 

oifference is, however, very stable. It is valid in 28 out of 31 

pairs of averages and evidently significant. (It was mentioned in 

2.5 that the vowel may disappear completely in type B words. In 

the present material this has, however, happened in only four 

single tokens, spoken by VG.) 

As for the initial consonant of the first syllable, the dif

ference is not stable. It is longer in type A than in type B words 

in 21 out of 30 pairs of averages but, as mentioned above, the de

limitation has not always been quite certain. The difference adds, 

however, to the difference of the syllables, the first syllable 

being longer in type A words than in type B words in 27 out of 30 

pairs of averages (in one case the first consonant has not been 

measured because of a long pause). 

Type A ( 1galo.:) is not a very common word type in Dogri. 

When the first syllable is stressed, the following consonant is 

often geminated. There are thus more pairs like 1 baggo.:/ba 1 go.: 

(the type 1bagga: will be called type C in the following). The 

duration of the second vowel in 12 such pairs has been measured 

for the subjects RN, SL, SD, CS and VG. 

The difference between the final vowels in type C (e.g. 
1 bagga:) and B (e.g. ba 1 ga:), viz. 9.0 cs (all subjects combined), 

is practically the same as the difference found between type A 

(e.g, 1bago.:) and type B, viz. 8.9 cs. 

As for the vowel of the first syllable, there is hardly any 

difference between Band C. This is, however, due to the fact 

(mentioned in 2.3) that vowels are shortened before geminated 

consonants. This appears very clearly from a comparison between 

triplets such as I bago.: (A), ba I go.:· (B), 1 bagga: (C). There are 

fou+ such comparable triplets in the material, viz. 



A 

1bago.: 
1pekho.: 

I pato.: 

1 katho.: 
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B 

ba 1go.:· 

ta 1 kha.:· 

ka 1to.:· 

ca 1tho.:· 

C 

1baggo.: 
1pakkho.: 
1 katto.: 
1 kattho.: 

The duration of the first vowel was measured for the subjects 

RN, SL, SD, CS, and VG. 

For all subjects combined, the difference between A and Bis 

2.1 cs, and the difference between A and C is 2.2 cs. This means 

that on the average the vowel is shortened ·to the same degree when 

unstressed and when followed by a geminated consonant, and the 

reason why~ in C ( 1baggo.:) is not shortened compared to B 

(ba 1go.:) (the difference is 0.1 cs only), although it is followed 

by a geminated consonant, is that it is stressed. Stress has thus 

the same influence here as in the preceding cases. 

Other examples in the material, where only A and C or Band C 

can be compared, support this result. The difference in duration 

between the first vowels in A and C (i.e. vowels in stressed syl

lables before single or geminated consonants) is on the average 2.7 

cs for the pairs 1kaco.:/ 1kacco.:, 1koli:/ 1kolli: and 1kLI0.:/ 1kLllo.:, 

and almost the same (2.7 cs) before final geminate (sat(a)/satt (a), 

}ad (e) / :J.add (a), po I (a) /po I I (a), :J.ag (a)/ :J-agg (a), ga :J-(a) /gaj.:J-(a)). 

In the case of two long vowels it is slightly larger, viz. 3.6 cs 

for I b o: I i : / 1 b o: I I i : and 1 :J-o.: d a.:/ 1 }a.: d d a.: . Moreover, as was the 

case in the triplets, the first vowel has practically the same 

duration in types Band C, the general average of the difference 

for the pairs la 1ko.:/ 1 1akko.:, ba 1so.:/ 1basso.:, ka 1so.:/ 1kasso.:, 

da 1bo.:/ 1dabbo.:, ka 19n:/ 1ka990.:, 90 190.:/ 190990.:, 9a 1pho.:/ 19appha.:, 

sa 1 do.:/ 1 saddo.: being only 0.1 cs. 

2.6.2 Intensity 

As for physical intensity it is a general experience that it 

does not have much to do with stress. This is also the case here. 

Both type A and B may have higher intensity either on the first or 

on the second syllable, and there is no evident relation with 

stress, except to a certain extent for VG, whose first syllable 

in type B (ga 1 lo.:) is often much weaker than the second syllable, 
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whereas the relation is variable and the difference between the 

syllable peaks smaller in type A. This may be due to the fact that 

her first vowel is often particularly short in type B. More often 

there is a certain correlation between intensity and pitch, par

ticularly so that high pitch is combined with high intensity, but 

there may, on the other hand, be a definite drop in pitch, e.g. 

in tone 2, without any corresponding drop in intensity. 

2.6.3 Pitch 

There is often a close correlation between pitch and stress. 

This is, e.g., the case in Danish. In Dogr.i, which is a tone lan

guage, one cannot expect t~ find a consistent relation in pitch 

between stressed and unstressed syllables. But, as mentioned in 

2.5, according to the auditory impression the position of tone in 

disyllabic words is determined by stress, so that the tone move-

ment starts in the stressed syllable. This impression is, on the 

whole, confirmed by a phonetic analysis {carried out by Eli Fischer

J~rgensen). It is particularly evident for tone 2 and 3. In the 

list used for testing stress perception, VG had spoken the words 
1kara.:, ka I ro.: and 1 para.:, pa '-ro.: five times each. In the case 

of tone 2 {the high rising tone), it is very clear that the pitch 

movement takes place on the stressed syllable. In 1 kara.: the first 

syllable is high rising, and the second syllable still higher, but 

level, or slightly rising {or, in final position, rising-falling), 

in ka 1 ro.: the first syllable is level {or slightly rising or fal

ling), and the second syllable starts slightly higher and is 

strongly rising {see fig. 6). 

In the case of tone 3 (the falling-rising tone), a consider

able part of the fall takes place on the stressed syllable. In 
1 para.: about half of the fall takes place on the first syllable, 

and the second syllable continues the steep fall and then rises 

again (there is only one case in which most of the fall takes place 

on the second syllable) . In pa 1 ro.:, on the other hand, which has 

stress on the second syllable, the first syllable is level or 

slightly falling, and the second syllable starts at the level where 

the first ends and shows an extensive and rather slow fall, fol

lowed by a steep rise (which is less pronounced in final position) 

(see fig. 6). 
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tone 1 tone 
A 

2 tone 3 

N 300 
:I: 
C 

~/ t.f' 250 

~ 
I 

200 I 
I 

160 

1pala.: I para.: 1 karo.: 

tone 1 tone 2 tone 3 
B l I 

N 300 I 
I I 

C I 

u..0 250 I 

fk
':-_~-

200 , 
I , 

160 

(g)a 1 1o.: pa 1 ro.: ka 1 r6..: 

Figure 6 

Tracings of -words with tone 1,2, and 3 with stress on the first (A) 
and the second (B) syllable, spoken by VG. The tracings of six vowels 
are superimposed. Line-up point: start of the second syllable. The 
medial consonant is traced in broken line. 
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This analysis is corroborated by other words of the list. 

There are four more words with high tone and stress on the first 

syllable: 1 khfra: looks like 1 kara, having rising pitch on the 

first syllable and high pitch on the second, 1 k~: la: has strong 

rising pitch on the first a:,while the second syllable starts at 

the level where the first ends and is slightly falling, and in 
1 kCI la: the first vowel and the following! have rising pitch and 

the second syllable falling or level pitch. There are also four 

words with low tone and stress on the first syllable. 1p1ra: and 
1 pa:ra: have the whole of the fall on the first syllable (it should 

be noted that rand I are very short), whereas po: Ii: and tll la: 

have fall on the first vowel, continuing in!, and the rise start

ing in the second vowel. Of the words from list I which were 

compared for duration, two have falling tone, namely 1 pakha: and 

ta 1 khQ:. Here VG has not much of a fall in the first syllable of 
1 pakha:, and also the second syllable is level, but it is obvious-

ly lower, whereas in ta 1 kha: the first may be slightly falling, 

but the second syllable starts at the same level as the first and 

is falling. SD has a clear difference, most of the fall being on 

the first syllable in 1 pakha:, the second being rising or falling

rising, whereas in ta 1 kha: it is true that the first syllable is 

also falling, but the second syllable starts higher and has a much 

more extensive fall. SL has a similar, but less clear difference 

(the second syllable of ta 1 kha: may start at a lower point than 

the first). RN has a clear fall in the first syllable and a lower 

start of the second syllable of both words, but in 1 pakha: the 

second syllable is rising, whereas in ta 1 kha: it continues the 

fall before rising. As for AS and CS, they do not have much pitch 

movement in these words, and the first syllable is generally level, 

so that the fall is on the second in both cases, but in type B 

the pitch generally starts higher in the second syllable than in 

the first, whereas in type A it is the opposite. This difference 

is, however, not consistent. 

As for tone 1 (the neutral tone), the relation to stress is 

less clear. In some cases it is, however, evident. VG's neutral 

tone normally has a rising pitch movement, starting at a much 

lower pitch than the high rising tone, and generally beginning 

with a small fall. If the first syllable is stressed (type A), 

the lowest point is in the vowel of that syllable; if it is un-
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stressed, the lowest point is in the second syllable, i.e. the 

rise has its starting point in the stressed syllable (see fig. 6). 

This is particularly clear in the words from the test list. This 

means that if the first syllable is stressed, the whole second 

vowel is rising; if the second syllable is stressed, the second 

vowel starts with a fall and then rises. If the intervening con

sonant is voiced and has a certain length (e.g. l), then it can be 

clearly seen that it is rising after a stressed first vowel and 

falling after an unstressed first vowel. (This, by the way, is 

in complete accordance with the pitch movement of l in Danish 

( 1bi I ist vs. bi I I ist) .) The same description is valid for the 

words 1galQ:/ga 1·1Q: and 1palQ:/pa 1 IQ: in list I. It is also valid 

for the same words spoken by RN, and partly for SD and SL; for 

the latter two informants there is some overlapping, and SL's 

curves are, on the whole, very flat. For CS it is only valid for 
1galQ:/ga 1 IQ:, for AS no clear difference can be seen. In the 

pair 1bagQ:/ba 1 gQ:, VG, RN, and SD show falling-rising pitch on 

the last Q: when it is stressed, exclusively rising pitch when it 

is unstressed. For 1patQ:/ka 1tQ: the difference is that the first 

syllable is lower than the second in 1patQ:, whereas it is higher 

in ka 1 tQ:, and the second syllable is falling-rising in the latter 

word, which again means that the lowest point is in the stressed 

syllable. This is valid for VG, RN, and SD, but for SL and CS it 

is only a tendency, and for AS no difference could be seen. 

On the whole, it must be stated that the most adequate de

scription of the relation between stress and tone is that the pitch 

movement starts in the stressed syllable, whereas the most exten

sive movement may be in the second, unstressed syllable if the 

first syllable is stressed and has a short vowel. In a few cases, 

however, e.g. 1pakhQ:/ta 1 khn: in RN's pronunciation, where the 

first syllable has falling pitch in both words, it might be more 

adequate to say that it is the nucleus of the tone that is on the 

stressed syllable. This problem deserves a more thorough investi

gation. 
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3. Consonant gemination and consonant weakening in D.ogri 

3.1 Introduction 

. al There exists in Dogri an opposition between geminate con-

sonants and single consonants in intervocalic and final positions. 

Some single consonants are weakened in these positions to such an 

extent that they change into fricatives, flaps, or semivowels. 

This phenomenon, which has been referred to casually in previous 

descriptions of the language, has been studied further in this 

paper. 

Dogri has twenty-eight consonants: 

Velar Palatal Retrofl·ex Dental Labial 

Stops, voiceless k C t t p 

Stops, voiceless, kh eh th 
' aspirated 

th ph 

Stops, voiced, g } 9 d b 
unaspirated 

Nasals I) n I) n m 

Flaps r: r 

Lateral 

Sibilants I s 

Semi vowels j 

h 

All consonants except I) l ~ can occur in initial position. All 

consonants except the semivowels l ~ can occur in final position. 

All consonants except J L r I) l ~ can be geminated in medial and 

final positions. In final positions they are often followed by 

[a],which is not phonemic. The phonemic status of his doubtful 

as it occurs only in a few forms of :the verb 'to be' in the past 

tense, where it can be regarded as an allophone of th, and in one 

word, pthn, where it occurs in free variation with the dental si

bilants. The following minimal pairs show the contrast between 

geminated and single consonants after short (central) and long 

(peripheral) vowels. 

-------------------------------·------------------------------------
1) The term "geminated consonant" is used in this paper as a com

mon designation both for long consonants distributed on two 
syllables (geminates in the narrow sense) and for final long con
sonants. 



After short vowels: 

1 kacca.: 'unripe' 
1patta.: 'leaf' 
1bagga.: 'whitish' 
1 kat t ha.: 'catechu' 
1sadda.: 'invitation' 
1 rassa.: 'rope' 

pol 1 (a) 'softness' 
1 cap pa I (a) 'sandal' 

After peripheral vowels: 

1 }a.: d d i : 'freedom' 
1si :tta.: 'was sewn' 
1bo:lli: 'speech' 
1ke:dda.: 'in prison' 
1 ra.:}}e:gi: 'to the king-

dom' 

3.2 Historical background 
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1 kaca.: 'bad' (man) 

I pat a.: 'address' 
1bago.: 'to flow' 
1 kat ha.: 'story' 
1sada.: •·always' 
1 rasa.: 'soup' 

pol (a) 'bridge' 
1 capa I (a) 'naughty' 

I }a.: d i : 'much' 
1 s i : ta.: a name 
1 bo: I i: 'deaf' (woman) 
1 ke:da.: 'good manners' 
1 ro.: }€: g i : 'to the king' 

It may be of some interest to know the historical development 

of geminated and weakened consonants. Ancient Indian works on 

phonetics, while describing various types of combinations of con

sonants, refer to two types: "darupinda", which refers to the com

bination of stop+ semivowel (literally: 'block of wood which can 

easily be broken', and "abhinidhana" ('close contact'), which re

fers to the non-release of a consonant when followed by a stop or 

a pause. Abhinidhana is described as the checking of a consonant 

making it obscure, weakened, deprived of breath and voice. The 

sound which follows the closure of an unreleased stop is called 

"dhruva" (literally: 'continuance'); it is audible in the case of 

voiced stops but not audible in the case of a voiceless stop 

(Allen, 1965). 

This indicates that in Old Indo-Aryan there existed consonant 

clusters of the type stop+ stop, and it was observed that the 

first member of the cluster could not be released and hence lacked 

some of its features like aspiration and voice. This obscure and 

unreleased pronunciation of the first consonant of the consonant 

cluster resulted in assimilation of consonant clusters in Middle 
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Indo-Aryan languages like Pali and Prakrits. The explosive con

sonant completely overpowered the implosive if the latter original

ly belonged to a similar category or a weaker category. If the 

first member belonged to a stronger category, then the second 

member was assimilated to the first one. The order of dominance 

which is found in consonant assimilation is: 1. Stop, 2. Sibilant, 

3. Nasal, 4. !, 5. ~, 6. i, 7. r. Thus we find such assimilation 

as: 

OIA 

bho.kto. 

utpo.lo. 

so.pto. 

so.rpo. 

co.kro. 
, . 

ro.sm1 

0: t mO: 
ko.lyo. 

mu I yo. 

pu,:iyo. 

co.tu~ko. 

bho.tto. 

uppo.la 

so.tto. 

so.ppo. 

co.kko. 

ro.ssi 

o.tto. 

ko.l lo. 

mu I I o. 

PUQQO. 

co.ukko. 

MIA 

'cooked rice' 

'lotus' 

'seven' 

'serpent' 

'wheel' 

'rope' 

'self' 

'tomorrow' 

'price' 

'good deed' 

'square courtyard' 

These geminated consonants have been simplified in Hindi and 

many other modern Indian languages with a compensatory lengthening 

of· the preceding vowel if it was short in Middle Indo-Aryan. 

Panjabi, Lehanda and Dogri have retained these geminated consonants. 

In Dogri, this tendency to gemination has been further extended 

to certain morphophonemic forms. A single consonant of the base 

form is generally changed into a geminated consonant in inflec

tional forms if the suffix begins with a vowel and if the syllabic 

pattern of the word permits consonant gemination, i.e., if the 

consonant is preceded by a stressed vowel. Thus, historically, 

consonant gemination is to be traced back to assimilation of con

sonant clusters, but now it has become a part of the syllable 

structure of Dogri. 

As regards weakening of intervocalic consonants, the tendency 

is seen even in OIA. Rgvedic spelling "l" for intervocalic "d" . . 
and "lh" for dh and occurrence of "n" for n in Sthanu indicate . . . . 
this weakening {Bloch, 1965). This tendency of weakening inter-
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vocalic single consonants increased in the MIA stage along with 

the tendency of assimilation of consonant clusters. Weakening 

appeared in the form of voicing of intervocalic unvoiced consonants 

and vocalization of intervocalic voiced consonants. 

OIA MIA 

janati janadi 'knows' 

QkQSQ QgQSQ 'sky' 

kQroti kQrQdi 'does' 

mQti mQdi 'intelligence' 

Change of dental~ to retroflex, flapped n as a form of weakening 

is also very common. 

In some Prakrits like Mahara~trI, the original unvoiced stops 

were first voiced and thereafter vocalized, thus merging with the 

original voiced stops. OIA kapi, Mahara~~ri kai. 

This development does not seem to have affected the Prakrits 

from which Panjabi and Dogri are derived. 

As regards Dogri, it shows a peculiar development of weak 

consonants to fricatives. Sanskrit had no fricatives except~ 

and the voiceless sibilants. As regards MIA, the voiced consonants 

which were changed to glides might have passed through an inter

mediate fricative stage which is not recorded in writing (Bloch, 

1965). North Western Prakrits of the Kharosthi documents found in 

Central Asia, however, show the change of the intervocalic con

sonants t ~ t t £ into voiced consonants~ l 9 i ~, and t ~ t £ 
(and also~ l d ~ (?)) further become spirants 1 i (l) i ~ 

(Burrow, 1937). It appears that just as Dogri has preserved some 

of the peculiarities of the Prakrits of Asokan inscriptions dis

covered in North West India at Shahbazgarihi and Mansehra, similar

ly it has developed fricative-like pronunciations of weak conso

nants due to its relationship with North Western Prakrits. The 

area was under the influence of Iranians for some time, and it is 

possible that North Western Prakrits developed this tendency due to 

the influence of Iranian. Opposite to the Middle Indo-Aryan in 

which there is a tendency to assimilation, the Iranian preserves 

both consonants by changing stop+ stop into fricative+ stop. 

The following related words show this difference: 



OIA 

bho.kto. 'cooked rice' 

so.pt a. 'seven' 

po.kvo. 'ripe' 

dugdho. 'milk' 

vikto. 'empty' 

k~ubdho. 'angry' 
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MIA Iranian 

bho.tto. 'cooked bo.xt 'fate' 

so.tto. 'seven'rice' ho.ft 'seven' 

po.kko. 'ripe' puxt 'strong' 

d u d d ha. 'milk ' duxto. 'milk' 

bixt 'empty' 

o.s u ft a. ' angry' . 

Dogri has borrowed various Persian words. While initial fricatives 

in such words are changed to stops in Dogri, medial fricatives 

are generally preserved. 

It is interesting to find that some Dogri words show a two

way treatment of OIA consonant clusters, one showing assimilation 

of the unreleased consonant to the released one, and the other 

showing preservation of both consonants by fricativizing the first 

member. 

OIA bho.kto. 

Dogri pett (a) pay (a) t {a) 

(cooked rice) (worshipper) 

OIA rakto. 

Dogri ratt {a) 

(blood) 

ray(a)t(a) 

(a disease) 

3.3 The relation to stress and syllable division 

An initial consonant evidently belongs to the following vowel, 

and a final consonant belongs to the preceding vowel. An inter

vocalic consonant can belong either to the preceding vowel or to 

the following vowel or to both vowels. In a word like bago.:, 

the consonant may belong to~ and thus behave like a final consonant 

detached from the last vowel bag/a.: [ 1bavo.: ]. It may belong to the 

final vowel a.: and behave like a syllable-initial consonant: ba/go.: 

[ba 1go.: ]. It is also possible that it may belong to both vowels. 

In such a case, the consonant is geminated and the syllabic boundary 

falls in the middle of the geminated consonant: beg/go.: [ 1bag:o.: ]. 
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Intervocalic consonants in Dogri, when preceded by a stressed 

vowel, are generally simultaneous members of two syllables and 

belong to the preceding as well as to the following vowel. Thus, 

consonant gemination is closely related to the problem of stress 

in Dogri. 

Stress in Dogri is predictable in some conditions and unpre

dictable in others (see above). In disyllabic words, the con

sonant of the second syllable can be geminated if stress falls on 

the first syllable. 

In trisyllabic words, the initial consonant of the second 

syllable may be geminated if the first syllable is stressed; the 

initial consonant of the third syllable may be geminated if the 

second syllable is stressed; but no consonant in the word·can be 

geminated if the final syllable is stressed. 

Thus the favourable environment for gemination of consonants 

is: 

1 (C) V 1 pall(a) 'softness' 
1 (C) V - V: 1baggQ: 'whitish' 
1 (C) V - vc 1 cakkar (a) 'circle' 
1 (C) V: - vc 1 go.:H-ar(a) 'carrot' 

I (C) V - VCV: 1cakkar£: 'circle' (oblique form) 

(C) v 'cv - ca 1 tann(a) 'conscious' 

(C) v 'cv - V: ka 1tannQ: 'trousers' 

(C) V 1CV: - V: ca 1 1Q:kki: 'cleverness' 

A consonant cannot be geminated in such an environment as: 

(C) V - V: ba 1gQ: 'flow' 

(C)V '- V:C b a 1 }Q: r (a) 'market' 

(C) V - V:CV: ba 1 :J-o.:r£: 'market' (oblique form) 

(C) VCV 
I 

V: paga I tQ: 'pay off' -

Words longer than trisyllabics are generally made up of two or 

more units and each unit bears stress according to the pattern 

to which it belongs. 
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3.4 Basic grade 

Another problem is to decide as to which should be considered 

the basic or unmarked consonant grade in Dogri? Are (geminated) 

consonants shortened under certain conditions, or are (single) 

consonants lengthened under certain conditions? Generally, that 

form is considered unmarked which occurs in a wider environment, 

while the marked form occurs in a limited environment (Fischer

J~rgensen, 1975). This is difficult to decide for Dogri conso

nants since we find them in strong grade (phonetically) in initial 

position, in weak grade in final position (with a few exceptions 

in which the non-phonemic~ generally appears at the end), and in 

both strong and weak grades in medial position. Phonetically, 

[g] of 1galo. and 1baggo. is strong, but [y] of bo.:g and 1bago.: is 

weak. When we examine the problem by taking stress into considera

tion, we find that single consonants can occur both after stressed 

vowels and unstressed vowels, while the geminated consonants can 

occur after stressed vowels only. According to this criterion, 

the single consonant can be considered basic, but it is notable 

that intervocalically, geminated consonants are far more numerous 

than single ones. 

3.5 The phonetic manifestation of consonant gemination 

The duration of single and geminated consonants of words in 

lists I and II has been measured on the basis of mingographic re

cordings for 5 informants (RN, SD, SL, CS, VG), who read each list 

five times. For details of the recordings and measurements, see 

1.2 and 2.5. The difference of duration between geminated and 

single consonants is presented in table 8. Table 8 presents 

average durations of single and geminated consonants for the sub

jects RN, SL, SD, CS and VG. The table shows that geminated con

sonants are approximately twice as long as single consonants. The 

averages are based on the following words, spoken five times each: 

Voiceless, unaspirated stops: 

single: 1cepel(e), 1sati:, 1pato.:, ka 1ta.:, se 1to.:, :J-a1ta.:, 
1kaco.:, le 1ko.:, sat(a) 

geminated: 1cappal(a), 1patto.:, 1katta.:, 1 ::I-Ltto.:, 1kacco.:, 
1 1akko.:, 1sett(a) 
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Voiced, unaspirated s!:9-ps: 

single: de 1bo.:,. 1Jo.:do.:, la 1do.:, sa 1do.:, ka 1qo.:, go 1qo.:, 
1 bago.:, ba I go.:, }ad (a), ge :J. (a), :J.eg (a) 

geminated: 1debbo.:, 1do.:bbo.:, 1seddo.:, 1 :J.o.:ddi:, 1kacjcjo.:, 
1gocj90.:, 190:990.:, 1baggo.:, 1bo.:ggE::, :J-add(a), 

ga:J.:J.(a), :J-agg (a) 

Voiceless aspirated stops: 

single: 1to:pho.:, da 1pho.:, 1 katho.:, ce 1tho.:, ba 1tho.:, . . 

geminated: 

Laterals: 

single: 

geminated: 

1 pekho.:, 1 tokho.:, de I kho.:, se I kho.:, ta I kho.:, 

tu:ph(e), C:):th(e), tokh(a), do.:kh(e) 
1deppho.:, 
1pakkho.: 

1 tappho.:, 1 kettho.:, 1c:):ttho.:, 1mettho.: 
• • I 

1 b o : I i : , 1 ko I i : , 1 k L I a,: , po I ( e) 
1bo:lli:, 1ka:llo.:, 1ko:lli, 1kolli:, kLllo.:, 

pol I (e) 

The averages are thus general averages comprising words of 

different types. They have been combined because there did not 

seem to be any consistent differences between them. There are, 

however, some exceptions: RN's single final aspirated stops are 

shorter than his single medial aspirated stops. The former have 

an average duration of 7.7 cs, the latter 12.0 cs. The same is 

true of SL. His final aspirated stops have an average duration 

of 5.8 cs, and his medial aspirated stops of 8.6 cs. All subjects 

except CS have a somewhat longer duration of aspirated medial 

stops in stressed than in unstressed syllables. As all examples 

of the geminated stops are medial, and these words are stressed 

on the first syllable, it might therefore be more adequate to com

pare them with single medial stops following a stressed vowel only. 

This will not, however, make a great difference. The averages 

for single aspirated stops would be for RN: 11.1 cs (vs. 10.1), 

SL: 8.1 cs (vs. 7.8), SD: 8.0 cs (vs. 9.7), CS: 10.5 cs (vs. 10.4), 

and VG: 9.5 cs (vs. 10.8), and the general average will be 9.5 cs 

(vs. 9.9). SD, SL, and CS also have a shorter dafter a stressed 

vowel, but, as there is only one word of this type, it changes the 

average only slightly. The averages given in the table can there

fore be considered as quite representative of the relations be-
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Table 8 

Duration of single and geminated consonants in 
cs for five informqnts 

Unvoiced Voiced Unvoiced 
unaspirated unasp. aspirated 1 

sing. gem. sing. gem. sing. gem. sing. 

45 35 55 60 70 30 20 
( SL 4 0) (SL 45) 

7.9 14.6 5.4 9.2 10.8 18.1 4.8 

54 59 60 41 

8.0 13.3 4.3 8.1 7.8 12.7 5.0 

60 53 61 45 

7.7 16.1 5.4 12.5 9.7 16.7 4.3 

48 43 58 31 

7.6 13.7 4.9 10.3 10.4 15.8 5.5 

55 48 66 52 

8.6 15.3 5.2 13.6 10.6 17.9 5.8 

56 38 59 34 

8.0 14.6 5.1 10.7 9.9 16.2 5.1 

55 48 61 41 

gem. 

30 

11. 6 

11. 2 

13.9 

10.6 

17.2 

12.9 
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tween single and geminated stops. A comparison with a number of 

the same words found in the continued text for RN and SD showed 

very similar values. 

It appears from table 8 that voiceless stops are longer than 

voiced stops for all informants, and aspirated voiceless stops 

longer than unaspirated ones, except for SL _(the aspiration has 

been included in the measurements. The closure of the aspirated 

stops is slightly shorter than that of the unaspirated stops). 

There is very little overlapping between the individual means for 

voiced and voiceless consonants, more for aspirated vs. unaspirated 

ones. 

According to Bahri (1969, p. 83), geminated consonants appear 

after central vowels (~ £ ~) only, and on p. 92 he states that 

stops "are lenis in medial position after class I vowels (~ £ ~) 
unless geminated, while all the stops are comparatively tense when 

occurring under high or low tone or with peripheral vowels". This 

seems to indicate that he would only recognize one type of stop 

(relatively fortis) after peripheral vowels. But, as mentioned 

in 3.1, there are - according to my observations - word pairs of 

the type 1 :}a.:di:/ 1 }a.:ddi:, 1 si•:ta.:/ 1 si:tta.:, 1 kc:da.:/ 1 ke:dda.:. 

In order to deny the existence of such pairs, one might propose 

three different arguments: 

(1) It might be maintained that the vowels before geminated 

consonants are always central. This is what Bahri says on p. 93 

but, as it was shown in 2.3, there is a clear distinction between 

central and peripheral vowels in pairs like 1bagga.:/ 1ba.:gge:, 
1 kt. I I a.:/ 1 ke: I I a.: , etc. 

( 2) One might also maintain that the type fa.: di:, i.e. 

peripheral vowel plus short lenis consonant, does not exist. In 

the present material there are only few words of this type, but 

there are some obvious examples with voiced consonants. The words 

ba.:g(a), la.:g(a), and kn:9(a) have short consonants in the pronun

ciation of the five main informants (RN, SD, SL, CS, VG) (see 

table 9). A comparison with table 7 shows that the duration of 

the final consonant corresponds to the average duration for single 

voiced consonants, and they agree with the duration of e.g. din 

:J-e d ( e) ( general average 5. 2 cs) as compared to fed d ( e) ( 11. 7 cs) . 

There is one example of final t (Ja.: t ( e)) ( 6. 7 cs) , which shows 

the same (cp. table 7 and the general average duration of set (e) 

(7.9 cs) as compared to satt (a) (14.9cs). 
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Table 9 

Duration of signle and geminated consonants 
in CS after peripheral vowels. 

RN SL SD VG CS 
grand 
mean 

ba.:g (~) 3.5 4.4 4.0 5.0 3.4 4.1 

la.:g(a) 4.6 5.6 5.2 5.6 4.3 5.1 

ka.:9(a) 4.8 2.0 4.0 4.4 4.2 3.9 

:J.a.:t (a) 6.4 5.0 5.0 9.6 7.6 6.7 

fa.: do.: 4.2 3.6 4.0 4.2 3.8 4.0 

:J.a.: d d i : 12.2 9.8 12.2 13.6 11. 3 11. 8 

la.:ga.: 9.4 8.0 11.8 8.2 8.4 9.2 

la.:gge: 10.8 9.9 12.6 12.4 10.6 11. 3 

Medially the pair 1:J-a.: do.: (4. 0 cs) ;'}a.: dd i: (11. 8 cs) shows a 

very clear contrast in consonant length, which may be compared to 

90 1 90.: (4.7 cs)/ 190990.: (12.7 cs) of table 9. The pair 11a.:ga.:/ 
11a.:gge: is, however, somewhat different. The g of 1 1u:.ga.: (9.2 cs) 

is closer to that of 110.:ggc: (11.3 cs) and 11agga.: (11.3 cs) than 

to that of I laga.: (5.6 cs). Only CS and VG have no overlapping 

between I I a,: g a, and 11 a,: g g e : , and SL and SD have considerable over

lapping. For this word pair, thus, there is a tendency to con

fusion. 

The material does not contain any examples of unaspirated 

voiceless stops after peripheral vowels (it was recorded before I 

had read Bahri's paper), but there are a few examples of aspirated 

stops after peripheral vowels, viz. 1 to:pha.:, 1 to:kha.:,and 1 c~:thn:. 

The latter two were pronounced with geminated stop by all infor

mants. As for to:phn:, two informants had clearly a short con

sonant: SL 7.2 cs (his general average of aspirated single con

sonants is 8.1 cs) and VG 10.4 cs (general average 10.6 cs), but 

SD (15.4 cs) and CS (14.0 cs) have durations corresponding to 

their geminated aspirates, and RN's duration is in between his 

single and geminated aspirates, but he has an example of .eg after 

a which is almost as long (14.4 cs) and which overlaps extensively 

with 1to:pha.:, but which is distinguished from 1qapphn: (16.6 cs). 
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On the whole, the duration of the aspirated stops varies much 

more than the other consonants, and in this case there really seems 

to be a tendency to confusion in medial position after peripheral 

vowels. However, final aspirates as in c::>:th, do.:kh,and tu:ph 

have, for all informants, the same short duration as those of e.g. 

tokh, but .the absolute measures are somewhat uncertain here be

cause of the difficulty of delimitation from the followings of 

the frame sentence. 

As for the consonant l, there is a clear distinction of short 

and long l after peripheral vowels, cf. table 8. 

Thus, single consonants, also stop consonants, are distin

guished from geminates after peripheral vowels, although there 

seems to be some confusion for medial aspirates and in the case 

of !l in 110.:go.:. 

(3) One might maintain that the so-called geminated consonants 

after peripheral vowels are not really geminates but only fortis 

consonants, and this is what Bahri seems to ascertain on p. 92. 

That would probably mean that they should not be much longer than 

the single consonants but articulated with more force. Table 10 

shows consonant durations for eight triplets (five of them with 

stops) of the type 1bago.:/ 1baggo.:/ 1bo.:gge:. All subjects have 

been combined since there is no consistent difference between them. 

Table 10 

Duration of geminated consonants in cs after short (central) 
and long (peripheral) vowels compared to single consonants 
in triplets. 5 subjects (RN, SL, SD, VG, CS) combined 
(for the first two triplets 6 subjects (+AS)). 

da 1bo.: 4.9 1 dabbo.: 11.4 1do.:bbo.: 10.8 
1bago.: 4.4 1baggo.: 12.9 1bo.:gge: 11. 2 

':J-a.:do.: 4.0 1 Jadd(a) 11. 7 1 fa.: d d i : 11. 8 

go'ga.: 4.7 19°~90.: 12.7 'go:990.: 10.7 

ca 1tho.: 11.8 1 kattho.: 17.8 1c::>:ttho.: 15.6 
1kLIO.: 5.3 1 kLllo.: 14.5 1 ke: II a.: 12.5 
1 ko I i : 5.9 1 ko I I i : 15.4 1 ko:lli: 13.3 
1 b o: I i : 5.0 1pol I (a) 11. 8 1bo:lli: 11.5 
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Table 10 shows that the geminated consonants are indeed slightly 

shorter, on the average, after peripheral than after central vowels 

(except 1 }n:dn:/}add(a)). Of 42 pairs of averages (5 informants 

x 8 pairs+ 2 for AS), 32 show a higher average value after a 

central vowel. This may not be due to pure chance; consonants 

often tend to be slightly shorter after long vowels than after 

short vowels, but this is a perfectly well-known compensation phe

nomenon which does not justify :•.ascribing them to two different 

phonetic categories. Moreover, there is extensive overlapping be

tween single tokens. This is shown in fig. 7 for some of the 

triplets, all subjects combined; the other triplets look the same 

(there is slightly less overlapping in ktl ln:-ke: I IQ:). The over-

lapping is not due to the combination of subjects. When the con

sonants are compared for each subject separately, there is over

lapping in 38 of 42 pairs (the exceptions are VG ktl ln:/ke: I IQ: 

and kol Ii :/ko: 11 i: and CS kt I IQ:/ke: I In:). 

The pairs dobbn:/do:bbQ:, kobbi:/bo:bbi:, sottn:/so:ttn:, 

gotta:/go:tta: and tLI la:/te: I la: show similar relations. On the 

other hand, it appears clearly both from table 9 and fig. 7 that 

geminated consonants after peripheral and central vowels are clear

ly distinguished from single consonants, even for all subjects 

combined. 

3.6 The phonetic manifestation of consonant weakening 

As mentioned in 3.1, there is a tendency to weakening of 

single intervocalic and final consonants in Dogri. 

consists mainly in (1) a shortening of the closure, 

This weakening 

(2) sometimes 

a slight voicing of unvoiced stops, and (3) fricativization. 

Aspirated unvoiced stops and unaspirated voiced stops are 

more prone to this weakening than unaspirated unvoiced stops, which 

are relatively resistant. Retroflex consonants also seem to be 

less prone to weakening, but retroflex 9 may become a retroflex 

flapped [r], and dental~ may become a retroflex flapped [Q]. 

The palatal affricate eh may be weakened to [JJ. 
In the following, the analysis will be restricted to labial, 

dental and velar stops, and only part of the material has been 

included. For each subject two examples of each consonant were 
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Duration of single consonants and geminated consonants 

after central and peripheral vowels. Six subjects com

bined (N = 23 - 28). 

CS 
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analysed in word initial stressed position and, as far as possible, 

one example for each of the following positions: word initial un

stressed position, syllable initial stressed intervocalic position, 

syllable initial unstressed intervocalic position, and final posi

tion (in some cases no examples were available in the material). 

The results are given in table 11 for the informants RN, SL, SD and 

VG combined. The word phQr was taken from a different list spoken 

in a somewhat slower tempo. For kh in stressed word initial posi

tion, only two informants had examples and only one example of each 

word. For the word tc:phQ:, the duration measurements of SD and 

CS have been left out since they evidently pronounced it with ge

minated consonant. For voiced stops and unvoiced unaspirated stops 

only the total length, i.e. closure plus open interval, is given 

since the open interval is short and not influenced by the weaken

ing. The individual averages of the open interval are 1.0 - 2.2 cs 

for the voiced stops (shortest for~, longest for~, but often it 

cannot be measured at all), and 1.0 - 3.2 cs for the unvoiced un

aspirated stops (shortest for£, longest for~). In the case of 

the aspirated stops, both closure and aspiration are given, but in 

some cases they could not be distinguished so that the averages 

for total length may be based on more individual averages than 

those for closure and aspiration. In final position it was some

times only possible to measure the closure for some informants, 

and only the total length for others (the number of individual 

averages included is in these cases indicated in parentheses, see 

e.g. co:th in table 11). 

3.6.1 Shortening 

It appears from table 11 that consonants are shortened in 

intervocalic and final positions. This is true of all subjects, 

but VG has relatively little shortening in unvoiced unaspirated 

stops. For unvoiced unaspirated stops and voiced stops it is the 

closure which is shortened as long as they remain stops, whereas 

the short open interval remains unchanged. This corresponds to 

what is found e.g. in many Germanic languages. But it is a char

acteristic feature of Dogri that the same is the case for aspirated 

consonants: the closure is shortened, but the aspiration remains 

almost the same. In Germanic languages, on the contrary, the aspi

ration is normally very much reduced in unstressed intervocalic 
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Table 11 

Examples of shortening and fricativization of stops in medial 
and final position. Averages for five informants (RN, SL, SD 
CS, and VG) combined. The ciphers under fricativization indi
cate the number of cases (listening results for fricativiza
tion in parentheses). (N generally= 25.) 

fricativiz . fricativiz . 
position cons. word CS - ? + cons. word CS - ? + 

stress. I pat to.: 14.2 25 
b 

1baggo.: 12.4 25 
word-in. p 1pato.: 13.3 25 1 bago.: 10.7 25 

unstr. 
pa I I a.: 12.0 23 b ba 1ga.: 10.6 25 word-in. p 

stress. 
b da I bo.: 5.5 9 2 14 p - (8 16) syll-in. 1 

unstr. 1 capa I (a) 7.8 19 5 1 
b 1 debak (a) 4.7 25 

syll.-in. p (23 2 ) (25) 

stress. t 
It app ho.: 13.0 25 d 

1dabbo.: 12.2 25 
word-in. 1to:pho.: 13.4 25 1 do.: kh (a) 10. 7 25 

unstr. t ta 1kho.: 11.5 25 d da 1kho.: 11.0 25 word-in. 

stress. t sa I to.: 8.2 23 2 d la 1do.: 5.9 18 5 2 
syll.-in. (23 ) (23 l 1) 

unstr. t 1 sat i: 9.2 22 3 d I }o.:do.: 4.0 2 7 16 
syll.-in. (13 l 11) 

final Jo.: t (a) 7.3 
16 7 2 d }ad(a) 5.1 8 3 14 

t (24 l ) (13 9 3) 

stress. 
k 

1kacco.: 13.8 25 I gaH-e 12.0 25 
word-in. 1kaco.: 13. 6 25 g 1galo.: 10. 8 23 2 

unstr. 
k ka I ro.: 11.6 25 ga 1 lo.: 10.9 .25 word-in. g 

stress. 
k la 1ko.: 8.6 25 ba I go.: 5.4 

12 4 9 
syll.-in. g 

(11 2 12) 

unstr. 
k 1bago.: 4.5 1 3 21 - g (1 1 23) syll.-in. 

final k 1 debak (a) 7.0 17 3 5 bo.: g (a) 4.0 7 7 11 
g 

(7 12 6) 
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Table 11 (continued) 

posi- word 
CS cs open CS fricativization 

tion 
cons. clos. interv. total - ? + 

stress. ph pha.: r 13. 4 7.5 (20.3) 19 
word-in. 

stress. ph 9a 1pha.: 6.6 5.2 11.4 14 6 5 
syl 1.-in. ( 9 4 12) 

ph 5.7 7.0 12.8 16 1 8 
unstr. 1to:pha.: (12 1 12) 
syll.-in. 

final ph tu:ph(a) 4.4 10.3 8 7 10 
(2) (3) (5 20) 

stress. th tho: 10.7 7.6 18.3 23 
word-in. 

stress. 
th ea I t ha.: 4.9 6.9 11.8 22 3 

syll.-in. (22 2 • 1) 

unstr. 
th 1 kat ha.: 4.0 5.9 9.9 17 5 3 

syll.-in. (19 2 4) 

final th co:th (a) 6.3 8.8 22 2 1 
(3) (2) (2) (21 2 2) 

stress. kh 
kal I (a) 10.0 6.5 16.5 2 

word-in. 1khabar 9.0 8.8 17.0 2 
--
unstr. 

kh kha 1ba.:r 8.0 6.8 14.7 22 3 word-in. 

stress. 
kh da 1kha.: 4.4 7.4 11.8 11 3 11 

syll.-in (11 1 13) 

unstr. kh 1pekha.: 8.8 1 3 21 
syll.-in. (2 1 22) 

final kh tokh (a) 9.9 10. 6 12 5 8 
(3) (2) (12 6 7) 
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position, so that they become practically unaspirated. 

There is also a tendency to shorten consonants in unstressed 

position. In eight out of eleven comparable pairs, four or five 

subjects have shorter consonant in unstressed position, but the 

difference is smaller than that due to position. 

3.6.2 Voicing 

In medial and final position after a vowel the first 2-4 cs 

of a voiceless consonant are normally weakly voiced. That is, how

ever, not specific for Dogri. It is rare that the whole consonant 

gets voiced, but it happens in many examples of dabak (t} and in 

cape I (2), particularly in the pronunciations of SD, CS and SL. 

It also happens in some cases of tu:ph(a}~ to:phn:, and }n:t (a). 

3.6.3 Fricativization 

3.6.3.1 Acoustic investigation 

The most characteristic feature of Dogri consonants is the 

tendency to fricativization in medial and final position, partic

ularly of aspirated and voiced stops. The analysis of this phe

nomenon was concentrated on acoustic curves since, for all in

formants except VG, only tape recordings were available. Acoust

ically, fricativization should turn up as a weakening of the ex

plosion of the stops and as fricative noise or voiced higher com

ponents during the closure of voiceless and voiced stops, respect

ively. As it is difficult to get a reliable measure of the in

tensity of the explosion which is very weak anyhow in voiced stops, 

particularly in~, the investigation was concentrated on the ap

pearance of high noise or higher voiced components during the 

closure. For this analysis the mingographic recordings of all in

formants were used. They contained an intensity curve with high

pass filtering at 2000 Hz (with a steepness of 18 db/octave) added 

especially for this purpose. High components were expected to 

show up in this curve, and low frequency noise in the intensity 

curve high-pass filtered at 500 Hz. The analysis of the curves, 

however, turned out to be difficult. In the first place, the 

weakening of stops is a gradual phenomenon and one may find all 

intermediate steps between firm closure and full fricativization, 

not only in the time dimension (treated in the preceding paragraph 
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as shortening of the closure), but also in the intensity of the 

noise. Thus, there will be cases of doubt, and no real quantiza

tion is possible. But the fricativization showed up very clearly 

in VG's curves. Fig .. 8 contains some clear examples: there is 

noise during the whole medial consonant in / 1pakha:/[ 1paxa:J 

(fig. 8a) but not in / 1 pakkha:/[ 1 pak:ha:] (fig. 8b), and there 

are high frequency components and high intensity in the /g/[y] of 

/ba 1ga:/ but not in the /b/[b] (fig. Be). 

However, for the other informants there was noise or, more 

often, a mixture of noise and voiced consonants where it was not 

expected. To clear up this problem, a number of spectrograms were 

taken, and after a thorough comparison of mingograms and spectro

grams, Eli Fischer-J~rgensen came to the conclusion that in most 

cases of noise during the closure in the intensity curve filtered 

at 2000 Hz, this apparent noise had nothing to do with the con

sonant but was due to a continuation of the vowel formants in the 

beginning of the consonant, caused by some phenomenon of resonance 

during the recording. This conclusion was based on the following 

facts: 

(1) The noisy components were not only found in the con

sonants expected to be weakened but also in unvoiced stops and in 

voiced and voiceless geminates. 

(2) The noise started immediately after the vowel and de

creased in intensity during the following 5-10 cs. 

(3) Its intensity depended on the relative intensity of the 

preceding vowel, and it was particularly strong for the subjects 

SD and CS, who have read the text in a relatively loud voice. 

(4) The spectrograms showed that it was mostly found at the 

level of the (strong) first formant of the vowel. 

(5) There was nothing to be seen at the frequencies of ex

pected consonant noise, and it cannot be taken for preaspiration 

either, since aspiration noise ,is always weak at the frequency of 

the first formant (but strong in this case) and stronger at the 

frequency of higher formants. For an example, see fig. 9a 

fa:tta: spoken by SD, and the corresponding spectrogram fig. 10a. 

This type of noise should therefore be disregarded in the 

interpretation of the curves, and the preliminary results of the 

acoustic analysis were revised by Eli Fischer-J~rgensen. All noise 

following immediately after the vowel and showing decreasing in-
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tensity, found in the intensity curve filtered at 500 Hz, which 

contained most of the resonance of the first formant, was dis

regarded. 

With low formant 1 the resonance turns up in the curve high

pass filtered at 500 Hz only, but after Q: and~ (with relatively 

high first formant) and particularly after Q: (with a strong 

second formant around 1100 Hz), it is also found in the curve high

pass filtered at 2000 Hz, and it is difficult to distinguish be

tween real consonant noise and the noise due to resonance, partic

ularly in the cases of short closure. 

The words utilized for the analysis of shortening were also 

utilized for the analysis of fricativization. In table 10, in 

which the durations are indicated, there is a column for frica-

tivization. "-" means "no indication of fricativization", "+" 

means "clear signs of fricativization", whereas"?" means "prob

lematic", i.e. some very weak noise is seen in the high-pass 

filtered curve, or there is strong noise, particularly in the 

start, and at the same time a clear explosion showing that it is 

not so probable that the consonant is weakened or, in the case of 

voiced stops, it may simply be an intermediate case. 

A number of cases have been controlled by means of spectro

grams, but it was not possible to make spectrograms of all examples. 

There may therefore be some cases of noise all through in the 

mingograms which are marked"+" but should have had a"?" or a 

"-" and, inversely, cases which have got a 11
-

11 instead of a"?" 

or"+", because the noise was so weak that it did not show up in 

the curves, or it was mixed up with the noise due to resonance. 

Therefore, the results of a listening test with one Danish phon

etician, who listened to each word several times, has been added 

in parentheses. Here, "-" means "definitely stop", "+" means 

"definitely fricative", and"?" means "doubt". 

It appears from table 11 that the agreement between the 

acoustic analysis and the listening results is sometimes very good, 

sometimes relatively poor. In the latter cases it is not always 

easy to say whether the curves or the listening is more reliable. 

For word initial stops no weakening was found in the curves. 

There is only one word (kha 1bQ:r) which seemed to have some noise 

in the start of the initial kh in a few cases (by mistake, this 

word and the word 1sati: were not listened to). Moreover, the~ 
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in 1 galn: looked slightly fricativized in a few cases (it stood, 

exceptionally, after an 1 of the frame), but it was heard as a 

stop. On the whole, all initial stops were heard as stops, and no 

listening results are added for these consonants in table 10. 

Medial voiceless unaspirated consonants are very rarely 

weakened, but the final stop in }n:t(a) showed noise in the mtngo

grams in various cases. It was, however, heard as a stop. The 

listening results turned out to be correct in a number of cases 

which were controlled by means of spectrograms showing that the 

noise was due to a continuation of the first and second formants 

(see fig. 9b and the corresponding spectrogram fig. 10b). On the 

other hand, the strong noise of the s of the frame (where there is 

no intervening~), following relatively weak noise, may contribute 

to hearing a stop. 

The aspirated consonants are often fricativized in medial po

sition, particularly .E!l and kh. As for the labial consonant E!l, 
a fricative (generally a bilabial[~]) was heard in quite a number 

of casesi: corresponding to dubious intensity curves or even to an 

apparent closure. This was particularly the case for SL. This 

may be due to the fact that the noise of a bilabial fricative may 

be rather weak, so that it does not show up in the curves, not even 

in the spectrograms. Where it does show up (see to:phn, fig. lla), 

it can be distinguished from aspiration by its higher frequency; 

moreover, the fact that it is strongest in the middle of the con

sonant distinguishes it both from the resonance phenomenon, which 

is strongest in the beginning of the consonant, and from aspira

tion, which shows up at the end. 

The dental aspirate does not tend much to fricativization, 

and there is very little disagreement with the listening results 

for this consonant. There are several cases with strong but de

creasing noise going all through the closure in the intensity curve 

high-pass filtered at 2000 Hz, but showing a clear release. They 

are heard as stops, and spectrograms show that the decreasing 

noise is due to a continuation of the vowel formants, cp. e.g . 

.CS's ca 1 thn: (fig. llb and the corresponding spectrogram fig. 12b) 

versus SD's 1kathn: (figs. llc and 12c), which has some real high 

frequency noise and is heard approximately as [ 1 kaeten:J. 

The velar stop kh is the one that is most often fricativized, 

and for this consonant there is good agreement between listening 
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results and acoustic analysis. The frication noise is generally 

rather strong. In some cases where a stop is listed, it was af~ 

fricated rather than aspirated._ 

Voiced medial and final stops are often fricativized. The 

agreement between acoustic analysis and listening is very good for 

~and~ {it was, howe~er, very diffic~lt to come to a decision 

about the final~ in bo.:g{a)). In the case of 1 ~~:do.; and Jad{a) 

there is an obvious discrepancy, more stops being heard than ex

pected on the basis of the curves {as on the whole in the case of 

dental consonants), but the stops heard seemed very short. In 
1 fo.:do.:, like in fo.:t{a), the consonant is preceded by a very 

sonorous vowel, and in some cases the transition from the conso

nant to the following vowel was very abrupt and the pitch curve 

had a dip like in stops. Thus, there were probably more stops than 

shown by the ciphers for the acoustic analysis, but a quick move

ment of the tip of the tongue may, on the other hand, give the im

pression of a stop even if there is not full closure. 

In most cases there is more fricativization {and more shorten

ing) in unstressed than in stressed syllables, both according to 

the acoustic analysis and to the listening results, cp. the medial 

consonants of 1bago.: vs. ba 1go.:, 1Jo.:do.: vs. la 1do.:, 1debak vs. 

da 1bo.:, { 1katho.: vs. ca 1tho.:), 1pakho.: vs. da 1 kho.:, but in to:pho.: 

vs. 9a 1pho.: it is rather the other way round. 

The weakening of single consonants might be seen as a means 

to avoid confusion with the geminated consonants. However, as seen 

in table 7, the difference in duration is smallest for aspirated 

stops, and just in this case there is also less difference in 

fricativization: 1 to:pho.: is weakened both by those who pronounce 

the Eh as a single and as a geminated consonant, and SD has com

plete fricativization of geminated E.E.Q in 1 9appho.:, 1 9appha, and 
1tappho.: and an obvious affrication of kkh in 1pakkho.:, and SL has 

a rather weak E.E.Q in some examples of 1 9appho.: and 9appha. 

3.6.3.2 Prospects of a physiological analysis 

It would have been of interest to undertake a physiological 

analysis of the weakening phenomenon. This was only possible in 

the case of VG, and such an analysis was planned but postponed 

till after the acoustic analysis, and then it was too late. The 

only investigations undertaken were a fiberoptic analysis of£, 
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£!:! and Q, and a registration of intra-oral pressure of a word list 

with labials and dentals spoken in the frame ku:sE: gala:ya:. 

A preliminary analysis of the fiberoptic investigation, undertaken 

by Birgit Hutters, showed that the glottis is wide open in 12!!, 
apparently still more open than in the strongly aspirated Danish 

stops, although the aspiration is not quite as long as in Danish 

(for VG around 6-8 cs in the present material). In the unaspirated 

E the glottis is much narrower, but somewhat more open than in 

Danish voiceless b. The wide opening of the aspirated consonant 

seems to be preserved in the positions of weakening ~a 1 pha:, which 

is in good agreement with the preservation of aspiration found in 

weak position for all informants. 

A preliminary analysis of the intraoral pressure curves under

taken by Eli Fischer-J~rgensen showed that in initial position 

aspirated consonants had slightly shorter closure but a somewhat 

higher intraoral pressure than unaspirated consonants (which may 

be due to the wide open glottis). The voiced consonants band d 

have a much slower rise of the curve, but it may attain the same 

level as in the voiceless unaspirated stops at the very end. 

Only labials were used in a list of words with stops in different 

positions. Neither stress nor position seemed to influence the 

intra-oral pressure of E, and stress did not influence the intra

oral pressure of initial £!2 or Q either. Nor was there any con

sistent difference between single and geminated stops. But medial 

and final weakened£!:! ( 1 tc:phQ:, tu:ph(a)) and Q ( 1 dabn: and, 

partly, gE:b(a)) had a lower intra-oral pressure than initial .eJl and 

£, and since the glottis opening was found to be the same in 
1 phn:r and ga 1 phn: (and must be practically the same in initial 

and medial Q), this points to a larger opening at the lips. The 

different degree of weakening also influenced the pressure in 
1 dabn vs. da 1 bn and 1 }n:dn: vs. sa 1 da:. The relations between 

stress and duration and between stress and pitch movement mentioned 

above were fully confirmed in this material. 

A palatographic analysis might throw some light on the 

weakening of the closure of lingual consonants, registration of 

lip pressure might give some information for the labials, and air

flow curves might give good information about the degree of open

ing. But this must be done some time in the future. 
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